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The Florida State University is one of the 11 universities of the State University System of Florida. It was established as the Seminary West of the Suwanee River by act of the Florida Legislature in 1851 and first offered instruction at the postsecondary level in 1857. January 24, 2001, was not only the 150th anniversary of the founding of The Florida State University but was also the sesquicentennial of the establishment of public higher education for the State of Florida, and the University held a year-long Sesquicentennial Celebration during the year 2001. Francis Eppes, grandson of President Thomas Jefferson, was a civic leader and Intendant (Mayor) of Tallahassee who worked diligently to locate the Seminary in Tallahassee. Eppes’ formative years were spent on his grandfather’s estate in Virginia, and he brought many of Mr. Jefferson’s views of the importance of public education in the liberal arts to the Seminary’s Board of Education, of which he was a member for eleven years, including eight as its President. In 1858, the institution first became co-educational with the admission of women students when it absorbed the Tallahassee Female Academy. Its Tallahassee campus has been the site of an institution of higher education longer than any other site in the state. The first liberal arts college in the state, it was renamed the Florida State College in 1901. In 1905, the Buckman Act reorganized higher education in the state, moving the male student body to the newly established University of Florida in Gainesville and designating the Tallahassee school as the Florida Female College. It was renamed Florida State College for Women in 1909. In 1947, the school returned to co-educational status, and the name was changed to The Florida State University. A comprehensive graduate research university, it has grown from an enrollment of 2,583 in 1946 to 41,395 in the Fall semester 2013.

The main campus of the University is located in Tallahassee, the state’s capital. Florida State University also offers degree programs in Panama City, Sarasota, and the Republic of Panama; instructional programs in London, Florence, and Valencia; and research, development, and/or service programs in Costa Rica, Croatia, and Italy. The University has operated international study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama since 1957; in Florence, Italy since 1966; in London, England since 1971; and in Valencia, Spain since 2000. At each of these locations, courses are offered during the Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters. In addition to FSU students, the centers are open to students from other U.S. institutions and throughout the world.

In addition to the Study Centers, International Programs offers programs in many other locations. These sites vary from year to year, but generally include programs in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. These locations host a variety of study abroad opportunities ranging from broad curriculum offerings to faculty-led programs focusing on a particular area or major.

The Center for Professional Development develops and deploys web-based credit and non-credit courses for degree and non-degree seeking students. It also provides continuing education and other outreach activities locally, statewide, nationally, and internationally on behalf of The Florida State University. All of the center’s activities and programs support its mission to extend the resources of The Florida State University to promote lifelong learning.

The University employs 1,779 full-time faculty and more than 4,000 administrative, professional and support employees. There are 17 colleges currently offering 324 undergraduate and graduate degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law, the Doctor of Medicine and 77 doctoral degrees.
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ORDER OF THE CONFERRAL OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at The Florida State University, The College of Applied Studies is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
*College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Visual Arts, Theatre and Dance
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
*College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

*separate ceremonies

ACADEMIC REGALIA

PATTERNED from medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement and study discipline of the wearer. Colors are associated with different disciplines as seen in the trimmings of doctoral gowns and the edging of their hoods and in the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates.

The rainbow of colors evident at FSU is traditional including white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences and green for medicine.

Distinctions between gowns and hoods indicate the type of degree held by the wearer.

A gown worn fastened at the top and featuring long pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and agreeing with the edging of the hood.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears the colors of his or her alma mater. The distinction should be made that the edging of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's discipline, but the lining of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's alma mater.

The colored tassel on the cap of an undergraduate candidate indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates for degrees usually wear black tassels, although the doctoral cap may have its tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left. Thereafter, it remains on the left side of the cap.

The governing force behind all of this tradition and the continuity of academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages. Officialdom dictates that the tradition should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility as well.

Students wearing cords today are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded to undergraduates only. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate "Cum Laude" (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for "Magna Cum Laude" (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for "Summa Cum Laude" (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT
MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS
Greg Beaumont
Perry Crowell
Susan Fiorito
Tim Matherly
Rochelle Marrinan
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS
Bruce Janasiewicz
Adrienne Otto Frame
Sandy Lewis

DOCTORAL MARSHALS
Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS
Neil Abell
Mike Brady
Martha Cooper
Shanna Daniels
Shengli Dong
William Fredrickson
Sebastian Goerg
Melinda Gonzales-Backen
Barbara Jamison
Felecia Jordan
Maria Morales
Brian Parker
Stephanie Pau
Ron Pierro
Elizabeth Platt
Keith Roberson
Allen Romano
Abhishek Shrivastava
Sonja Siennick
CF Sirmans
Doug Smith
Nancy Smith
Gail Steed
Vicky Verano
Dana Weber
Sherwood Wise

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont, Mary Coburn, Karen Laughlin, Tim Matherly, Sally McRorie, Dianne Skinner
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
Garnett S. Stokes, Interim President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Processional
Sir Edward Elgar
Pomp and Circumstance
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Ryan Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments
Interim President Stokes

Welcome
Mr. Alexander Boler
Speaker of the Congress of Graduate Students

Introduction of Speaker
Interim President Stokes

Commencement Address
Mr. Jamie Linden
Celebrated Director, Screenwriter and Producer

Award Presentation
Interim President Stokes

Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of the Year

Conferring of Academic Degrees
Interim President Stokes

Recessional
J. Dayton Smith
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
SATURDAY MORNING

Processional
  \textit{Pomp and Circumstance}

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Ryan Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments
Interim President Stokes

Welcome
Ms. Rosalia Contreras
2013-2014 President, Student Government Association

Conferring of the Honorary Degree
Interim President Stokes

Doctor of Humane Letters – Robert C. Bowden

Commencement Address
Mr. Robert C. Bowden
Legendary Coach and Inspirational Leader

Conferring of Academic Degrees
Interim President Stokes

Recessional
  \textit{Hymn to the Garnet and Gold}

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Processional
  \textit{Pomp and Circumstance}

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Ryan Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments
Interim President Stokes

Welcome
Ms. Nicole Laster
Senior Class President

Introduction of Speaker
Interim President Stokes

Commencement Address
Mr. John W. Thiel
Head of Merrill Lynch Wealth Management

Conferring of Academic Degrees
Interim President Stokes

Recessional
  \textit{Hymn to the Garnet and Gold}

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Scherber, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE
With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION
The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. Eric Barron is the fifth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER
The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS

| College of Applied Studies                  | Dr. Ken Shaw          |
| College of Motion Picture Arts             | Mr. Ronald Braddock, Acting Dean |
| The Graduate School                        | Dr. Nancy Marcus     |
| College of Medicine                        | Dr. John P. Fogarty   |
| College of Social Sciences and Public Policy| Dr. David W. Rasmussen|
| FAMU-FSU College of Engineering             | Dr. Yaw Yeboah       |
| College of Visual Arts, Theatre and Dance  | Mr. Peter Weishar     |
| College of Communication and Information   | Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis|
| College of Law                             | Dr. Donald J. Weidner|
| College of Nursing                         | Dr. Judith McFetridge-Durdle |
| College of Business                        | Dr. CARYN L. Beck-Dudley |
| College of Criminology and Criminal Justice| Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg |
| College of Social Work                      | Dr. Nicholas Mazza    |
| College of Music                            | Dr. Patricia J. Flowers |
| College of Human Sciences                   | Dr. Michael Delp      |
| College of Education                        | Dr. Marcy P. Driscoll |
| College of Arts and Sciences                | Dr. Sam Huckaba       |
| Dean of Undergraduate Studies               | Dr. Karen L. Laughlin |

ADMINISTRATIVE DEANS

| Dean of Students                           | TBD                      |
| Dean of the University Libraries           | Dr. Julia Zimmerman     |
COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Chelsea Alyssa Blanton – Professional Communication
Alvin T. Breed III (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Cassandra Leigh Danielle Buntin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Chad Michael Cannon – Law Enforcement Operations
Ashlee G. Carter – Professional Communication
Sarah Ruth Crawford – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Charlenia Mae Davis (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Jillian N. Davis – Professional Communication
Kara Leanne Douglass – Professional Communication
Sarah Elizabeth Duff – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Rondia Michaelenean Dyer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Justin Eric Fazekas – Professional Communication
Amelia Susan Fossum – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Cheryl Cady – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Oliver Bryce Gerber (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Tara Marie Gibson – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Jenny Marie Goostree (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Keithly L. Gross – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Angela Renee Haines – Professional Communication
Savannah Kautilin Hester – Professional Communication
Jarred Lamar Hobbs – Law Enforcement Operations
Matthew Douglas Isabelle – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Kiara N'zell Johnson – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Bradley Andrew Kent – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
David Lawrence – Law Enforcement Operations
Misty Joiner Lizarralde (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Charles A. Longo (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Sarah Rebecca McDermott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Cameron Austin McNeill – Professional Communication
Olga Melikyan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Master of Science
With Major In

Jessica Lynn Meyer – Professional Communication
Robert A. Misch – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Nicole Lynn Muthare (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Katherine Maureen O'Connor – Professional Communication
Kizzy G. Patterson – Law Enforcement Operations
Jordan William Richbourg – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Danielle Marie Sarentino – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Kayla Joy Scheler – Professional Communication
Jason Wayne Sellers Jernigan – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Brittany Ellen Slate-Jones – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Brielle Diane Smith – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Katherine Nichole Spillers – Law Enforcement Operations
Jana Leigh-ann Spooner – Professional Communication
Whitney Kayla Stafford – Professional Communication
Mary Katherine Tauntun – Professional Communication
Ryan Tolia – Law Enforcement Operations
John James Trubia, Jr. – Law Enforcement Operations
Shelby M. Valentin – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Brittany Walker – Law Enforcement Operations
Lillian Catherine Walton – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Jennifer Michele White – Law Enforcement Operations
Danyell Lynette Wilson – Professional Communication
Paige K. Wiselogel – Professional Communication
Savannah Kara Ziem – Recreation, Tourism, & Events

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Master of Science
With Major In

Nader Akhavan
Mohammed Al-Humiari
Guimy J. Alexis
Sammy Mohamed Ashouri
Jose Miguel Barquin, Jr.
Thomas Daniel Beardsley
Kush D. Bhoraria
Gerald Edward Bieniek
Eleanore Kristy Black
Elliot K. Blau
Brian Joseph Blumenauer
Samuel D. Borrelli
Chad Alden Brady
John Daniel Byrd
Felipe Cadavid
Kevin P. Carnevale, Jr.
Lauren Bennett Carter
Quynh-An Nguyen Chau
Charles Fulton Clark III
Matthew Thomas Clark
Joshua Daniel Claunch
Vishal J. Dahya
Keerti L. Dantuluri
Michael L. Dender
Kevin Clayton Dietrich
Arluck Leshonda Davis Drummond
Joshua Alan Ellis
Alicia Denise Evans
Camilo Fernandez-Salvador
Jens Baggesen Flock IV
Geden Franke
Andrew James Fritze
Tara Anita Fritze
Alexander David Gaukhman

Abstracts are available online at http://www.fsu.edu/
Erica Michelle Ostrom – Electrical Engineering
Nicholas Ryan Overby – Civil Engineering
Katharine Padgett – Chemical Engineering
Henry Andone Papa II – Chemical Engineering
Jigar Kamlesh Patel – Computer Engineering
Jigar Kamlesh Patel – Electrical Engineering
Monique Marie Peregrina – Electrical Engineering
Christopher Rian Perrone – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Jenna M. Pine – Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Alexandra Pittman – Civil Engineering
Mark August Price, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Christopher Matthew Proflett – Mechanical Engineering
Brian A. Rainbeau – Electrical Engineering
Stephanie Anna Ramer – Civil Engineering
Jason Edward Randall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Jason Edward Randall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Brian Scott Reece – Civil Engineering
Shellina Chanel Reeves – Industrial Engineering
Clifton Luke Rice – Mechanical Engineering
Joseph William Rivera – Mechanical Engineering
Matthew William Robertson – Civil Engineering
William Frank Robertson – Electrical Engineering
Robert Douglass Rodgers – Electrical Engineering
John Rodriguez – Electrical Engineering
Jordan C. Romecki – ElectricalEngineering
Tyler Dylan Routley – Mechanical Engineering
Cristina Andrea Sales Ancines (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Rene Rafael Sanchez – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Richard Saul – Industrial Engineering
Ralph Wentworth Scott IV – Mechanical Engineering
Delany Kofi Seshie (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Chemical Engineering
Andrew Caleb Sims – Civil Engineering
Timothy J. Sloan – Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas R. Smith – Mechanical Engineering
Adam Daniel Sobieski – Mechanical Engineering
Dianelis Sonora Lopez – Mechanical Engineering
Christopher David Sponseller (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Andrew A. Spradlin – Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Ross Stambaugh – Chemical Engineering
Deanna Y. Stephens – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
David M. Summy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Sean A. Tacey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Chemical Engineering
Zachary A. Tarter (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Ryan Keith Tate (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Niraj Harshad Thakker – Mechanical Engineering
Ethan Christopher Thomas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Samuel Adams Thomas – Industrial Engineering
William Bernard Thompson – Civil Engineering
Christopher David Timmons (WITH HONORS) – Electrical Engineering and Mathematics
Maria Agustina Toso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Olivia C. Townsend – Civil Engineering
Lucas Michael Tucker – Electrical Engineering
Griffin Michael Valentich (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Justin David Vandenbroeck – Industrial Engineering
Nazarelle Kay VanPutte – Computer Engineering
Sara Marie Varner – Chemical Engineering
Paola Gabriela Vasquez Maldonado – Civil Engineering
Matthew C. Vedrin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Kenneth Blake Velky (WITH HONORS) – Industrial Engineering
Louis-Olivier Verret – Industrial Engineering
Ben T. Vonderharr – Mechanical Engineering
Nicole Renee Walsh – Mechanical Engineering
Aaron Wannos – Civil Engineering
Shane P. Warner – Computer Engineering
Shane P. Warner – Electrical Engineering
Amon Scott Webb – Civil Engineering
Taylor Lyon Weitzel – Industrial Engineering
James Edwin Whaley (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Emily Ann White (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Ryne Patrick Wickery – Mechanical Engineering
Samuel Aaron Wilburn – Civil Engineering and Environmental Engineering - Civil
Jared Vaughn Worber – Civil Engineering
Francois Wolmarans – Industrial Engineering
Cecilia Eugenia Wong – Industrial Engineering
Edith Hannah Wong (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Jonathan J. Wong Chong – Electrical Engineering
Jesse Nelson Woods II – Computer Engineering
Jesse Nelson Woods II – Electrical Engineering
Taylor A. Wyker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Yang Xiong – Chemical Engineering
Alexander Wayne York – Mechanical Engineering
Samantha Zeidel – Mechanical Engineering
Qin Zhu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Master of Engineering
With Major In
Leston Tyrell Ellis – Civil Engineering
Joshua Paul Nolin – Civil Engineering
Master of Science
With Major In
Lee Frank Henry Becker – Mechanical Engineering
Nilsen Bembe – Electrical Engineering
Piero Caballero – Mechanical Engineering
Alexandria Nicole Callich – Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Henri Degraff – Industrial Engineering
Jesse Anthony Diaz – Mechanical Engineering
Ryan D. Doolin – Civil Engineering
Corey Andre Falgas – Biomedical Engineering
Jean Felix Ganishuri – Electrical Engineering
Mridalini Garde – Electrical Engineering
Parker Emory Harwood – Mechanical Engineering
Vikram Neria Nebbar – Industrial Engineering
Kevin C. Hsieh – Chemical Engineering
Danting Huang – Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Thomas Jantzen – Mechanical Engineering
Xin Li – Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Lance Mayers – Civil Engineering
Michael Andrew Moench – Engineering Management
Peter Rigoberto Rivera – Mechanical Engineering
Joshua L. Roddenberry – Electrical Engineering
Jifeng Sun – Chemical Engineering
Muhammad Usama Usman – Electrical Engineering
Richard Julian Valle – Mechanical Engineering
Zhibin Wang – Chemical Engineering
Joshua Michael Webb – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew David Whittington – Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Stephen Widener – Electrical Engineering
Matthew Stephen Wilson – Electrical Engineering
Matthew G. Worden – Mechanical Engineering
Junfai Xia – Biomedical Engineering
Weijie Xie – Civil Engineering
Ying Zhang – Electrical Engineering
Hui Zhou – Electrical Engineering
Maxwell Isaac Zimmerman – Chemical Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Ernesto Bosque – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Van Sciver
“Transient Heat Transfer to Helium II Due to Sudden Loss of Insulating Vacuum”

Erik Julio Fernandez – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Alvi
“On The Properties and Mechanisms of Microjet Arrays in Crossflow for the Control of Flow Separation”

Michael C. Greenleaf – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Chris Edrington
“Phenomenological Equivalent Circuit Modeling of Various Energy Storage Devices”

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY – Spring Commencement 2014
Diego B. Langoni – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Weatherspoon

"Recap Antenna Synthesis and Optimization Using Backpropagation and Radial-Basis Function Artificial Neural Networks"

Brandon Michael Reese – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Major Professors: Dr. Emmanuel Collins and Dr. Farrukh Ali

“Adaptive, Microjet-Based Control of Flow Separation”

Mark H. Vanderlaan – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Van Sciver

“He Il in a Bed of Packed Spheres”

COLLEGE OF VISUAL ARTS, THEATRE AND DANCE

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Dabney E. Abbott – Studio Art
Cori Anne Adams – Art History
Brittany L. Alagno (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Lauren Emily Alagna (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Alexandra R. Allen – Studio Art
Halal Allen – Studio Art
Callie Elizabeth Avant – Studio Art and Psychology
Natalie O. Baldwin – Studio Art
Natalie Rose Begley (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Nikki Alyse Bennett – Studio Art
Alfan Omer Bimnahoof – Studio Art
Brittany Constance Bolier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Taylor R. Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Daniel Bruce – Art History
Caryn Diane Burns (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Hunter Reed Campbell – Studio Art
Francesca L. Carrollo (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sebastian Castro – Studio Art
Kimberly Diane Cheung (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Carmen A. Clemente (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Samuel Sullivan Cochran – Theatre
Caitlyn Victoria Cooney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Art History
Alexis Elizabeth Cooper – Studio Art
Andrea S. Costello – Studio Art
Kevin W. Cowger – Studio Art and Art History
Ashley M. Craig (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Winona J. Cruzan – Art History and Editing, Writing, & Media
Sarah Louise Daiker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Jonathan Davito – Studio Art
Shebly Dickerson – Studio Art
Angel Dominguez – Theatre and Music - Liberal Arts
Katelyn C. Douglass (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Elizabeth A. Drewry – Studio Art and Editing, Writing, & Media
Taylor John Edmonds – Theatre
Chelsea Ejankowski – Art History
Ashlyn Elizabeth Eldridge (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Art History
Marit Evans – Studio Art
Meghan Rose Fretto – Studio Art
Rachelle Corrinn Garneau – Studio Art
Danielle Marie Germonprez (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Zarmala Gilani – Studio Art
Matthew Kevin Giroux – Studio Art
Nichole Gold (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Amanda B. Gomer (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Maria-Raquel Gonzalez – Studio Art and Information Communication & Technology
Melanie Gonzalez – Studio Art
Marissa Jade Goodstone – Art History
Adriana Elisa Echeverri Graham – Art History
Molly C. Grosser – Studio Art
Danielle Elizabeth Guthrie (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Demilade Daniel Hastrup – Studio Art
Lee Jackson Haddix – Studio Art
Kelly Francesca Hall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Clark T. Hawkess (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Stacey Marie Heckerman – Studio Art
Paula Isabel Herrera (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Editing, Writing, & Media
Grant Hitchens (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Lauren J. Hubeny (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre and Anthropology
Kevin Carl Hofheinz – Theatre and Creative Writing
Eric Alexander Hosford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sara Christine Jackson – Art History
Ashley Shree James (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Antoinette Christine Janus – Studio Art
Christin Marie Jernigan – Studio Art and Art History
Rachel Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Laura Clay Jones – Studio Art
Jasmine Henri Jordan (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre and Humanities
David Isaac Kierstead – Studio Art and Editing, Writing, & Media
Marissa Nicole Koch (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Kelly Lamanna – Theatre
Colin Mark Land – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Kaitlyn R. Lynch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History and Finance
Lily Anastasia MacKenzie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Amanda Mechele Maholias (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Shaunnah M. Mahoney – Studio Art
Angela L. Manesaca – Art History
Julian Daniel Maya – Studio Art
Emily Anne McCain – Art History
Ashley Elizabeth Mifflin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Savannah Mills Wiesma – Studio Art
Shivani Mirpuri – Studio Art
Megan LeAnn Moran – Art History and Classical Archaeology
Denise Nicole Morrow – Studio Art
Daniel Mutis – Theatre
Christa Lee Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Rebecca Noyes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre and Studio Art
Kaitlyn Erin O'Donnell – Art History
Anna L. Oliver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Creative Writing
Kaitlin Michele Ormerod (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Literature
Sydney Elizabeth Orr – Studio Art
Alexa Palermo (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Creative Writing
Emily Jane Parsons – Studio Art
Caszmera Paszkiewicz – Theatre
Nikke Joseph Pearson – Studio Art
Laura Pellegrini (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Psychology
Aanaris Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Benjamin M. Peterson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lyrica Anne Peterson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Audrey M. Polinski – Theatre and Creative Writing
Amy Paulina Rauchwerger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Creative Writing
Mackenzie Elian Rehder – Art History
Cynthia Andrea Ruiz – Art History
David R. Russell – Theatre
Laura Aimee Saladin – Art History
Garrett Michael Sanders – Theatre
Anita Regina Scheraldi – Theatre
Michelle Marie Scileppi (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Cristina Marie Scott – Studio Art
Margaret Anne Seketa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Christopher Ryan Serrano – Studio Art
Sarah Mae Shaw – Art History
Ileana Sheremet – Theatre
Lauryn Nicole Smith – Theatre and Art History
Taylor McKenzie Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lauren E. Sohacki (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Danielle L. Steele – Art History and Studio Art
Johnathan Aaron Steele (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History and Religion
Joseph F. Swift – Theatre
Tyler Nathaniel Teagle (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Natasha Toclapski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Kayla Tomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Brittany Elise Vega – Theatre
Carly D. Vickers – Studio Art
Kelsey E. Vidic (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Theatre and Theatre
Zoe Cecilia Warpinski-Bitting – Art History
Lawrence Nganga Weru – Studio Art
Brooke Wiley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Psychology
Christi Ann Willard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Elise D. Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Reese Matthew Wilson – Studio Art
Alexander D. Wood (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jessica Gayle Wright – Studio Art
Jessica M. Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Creative Writing
Prancer Ztest – Studio Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Emma Kelly Alley (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Desiree Theresa Amadeo – Dance
Tyler Alyss Amato – Graphic Design
Chase Daniel Anderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Graphic Design
Adriana Arda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Kristen Lee Bernier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Yeman J. Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Joe Casanova – Dance
Michelle Yuya Chong – Dance
Alina Brigitte Diaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Christine E. Fantis – Interior Design
Fabrizio Farías (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Katherine Grace Finan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre, Theatre
Emily Iva Floyd – Dance
Julia M. Foy – Dance
Kelley Claire Garnier – Acting
Britt Michael Gordon (CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Kim A. Gregory (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Amanda M. Hartsfield (CUM LAUDE) – Graphic Design
Cosby Martin Hayes – Studio Art
Rashad Marcel Horne – Studio Art
Sarah L. Jezierny (CUM LAUDE) – Graphic Design
Leigh Ellen Jones – Music Theatre, Theatre
Nicholas W. Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre, Theatre

Landon Malcolm Perkins (CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Sarah Josephine Provost (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Christina M. Ramos – Dance
Aaron M. Robin (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Lucia Rodriguez – Dance
Cassidy L. Samelian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Thryn Andree Saxon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Conner Alan Smith – Interior Design
Daniel M. Smith – Music Theatre, Theatre
Conor D. Thompson – Studio Art
Ariel Arissa Trzaskos – Dance
Rachelie A. Wechsler – Interior Design
Jennifer J. Whitehead – Studio Art
Zachariah F. Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre, Theatre
Emily K. Wolfe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Dance

Alexander P. Zastera (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Art History

Master of Arts
With Major In

Caitlin Lingle Bishop – Arts Administration, Art
Nikki Marietta Caruso – American Dance Studies
Evangeline Grace Ciupek – Theatre
Randi Jae Croemer – Art History
Amanda Marie Dean – Art History
Mary Elizabeth Dolovich – Art History
Angela Irene Hefka – Art History
Lindsay Reed Kennedy – Art History
Jessica Louise Kindrick – Museum, Cultural Heritage Studies
Bhumik Bharti – American Dance Studies
Savannah R. Stanbery – Arts Administration, Art
Krystle Elaine Stricklin – Art History
Michelle Lee Sunset – Museum, Cultural Heritage Studies
Evelyn Denese Tyler – Arts Administration, Art

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Jee Eun Ahn – Dance
Gina Marie Aparicio – Studio Art
McKenzie Maree Baird – Dance
Brandon James Belote – Theatre Management
Bradley Blake Blair – Studio Art
Kris Ten Lynne Blossom – Acting
Samantha Elizabeth Burns – Studio Art
Victoria Rose Carot – Costume Design
Kaitlyn Mae Christensen – Dance
Bryce Robert Copp – Technical Production
Lucie M. F. Fischer – Dance
Cale J. Haupert – Acting
Victoria Grace Hines – Acting
Peter Oliver Kambach – Studio Art
John Michael Keisling – Technical Production
Walter Bronias Kwiec, Jr. – Directing
Lucy Catherine Lavelle – Acting
Erica M. Lessner – Dance
Jefferson Davis McDonald – Acting
Zlatomir Nikolaev Moldovanski – Acting
Amanda Lynn Mullen – Acting
Brian Victor Nemiroff – Acting
Nathan William Norcross – Directing
Samantha Pazos – Dance
Matthew Dean Pedersen – Costume Design
Tracy Power – Theatre Management
Ann Christine Rupprecht – Costume Design
Craig Ryan – Studio Art
Matthew E. Silva – Directing
Jeffrey Lloyd Smith – Dance
Erin Marie Solomasaas – Technical Production
Sarah K. Stephens – Interior Design
Courtney Elizabeth Thayer – Studio Art
Lauren Tiffany Sapiega Trujillo – Interior Design
David James Valdez – Theatre Management
Maxey Lee Whitehead – Acting
Adam Remion Williams – Studio Art
Benjamin A. Williamson – Acting
Judson Willoughby – Interior Design

Master of Science
With Major In

Brianna L. Akers – Art Teaching
Alexandra R. Allen – Art Teaching
Natalie Rose Bagley – Art Teaching
Molly Bernadette Broussard – Art Teaching
Ashlyn Elizabeth Eldridge – Art Teaching
Stacey Marie Heckerman – Art Teaching
Keon D. Hogan – Art Education
Jacquelyn Jaime Jurist – Art Education
Taylor C. Lang – Art Teaching
Marium Rana – Art Teaching

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Deandria Beulah Elaine Frazier – Art Education
B.A., University of Oklahoma
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Marcia Rosal

“How Visibly Different Children Respond to Story-Creation”

Karlyn Marie Griffith – Art History
B.S., University of Texas - Austin
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Paula Gerson

“Antichrist, Eschatology, and Romance in the illustrated Harley Apocalypse, Sibylle Tiburtine, and the Tournament Antecrist (MSS Harley 4972 and Douce 308)”

Nadia A. Pawelchak – Art History
B.A., Barry University
M.A., University of Connecticut
Major Professor: Dr. Paula Gerson

“Medieval Art, Audiences, Embodied Responses, and Cognitive Theory”

Adriane Pereira – Art Education
B.A., Boston University
M.S., Florida International University
Major Professor: Dr. Tom Anderson

“Examining Critical and Creative Thinking of High School Students Making Art in a Learner-Directed Art Class”

Marion Johnston Wyllie – Art Education
B.A., Muhlenberg College
M.S., Long Island University
Major Professor: Dr. David Gussak

“Motives of Art Theft: A Social Contextual Perspective of Value”
COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Alexandria Wyeth Zettler – Art Education
B.A., Oberlin College
M.S., City University
Major Professor: Dr. Marcia Rosal

*Constructing a Personal Visual Vocabulary: An Art Therapy Intervention for Study of Adolescent Children from Families with Alcohol Use Disorder*

Samantha Gloria DiDio (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Corrina M. Dolan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Taylor Mitchell Duren (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Elizabeth A. Eads (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
William Edwards – Media/Communication Studies
Ruja Diivanova Entcheva (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Elise Cecile Falcon (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Megan C. Federico – Media/Communication Studies
Valerie Kay Foligno – Media/Communication Studies
Desirée Fuentes Ayala – Media/Communication Studies
Gabriel Andres Gari – Media/Communication Studies
Ashley Gartner (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Sarah Rene Glenn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Brittany E. Gregson – Media/Communication Studies
Oliver Alberto Guadamuz – Media/Communication Studies
Sean M. Hearns – Advertising and Studio Art
Alexa M. Henrix – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Pamela Hernandez – Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing
Raine L. Herrera – Media/Communication Studies
Elyse T. Jones – Media/Communication Studies
Andrew Paul Joop – Media/Communication Studies
Linda Nicole Kelsey – Media/Communication Studies
Alycia Caroline Robbins Lane – Media/Communication Studies
Rebecca Marie Larwa – Media/Communication Studies
Anne M. Lindemann (CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Political Science
Laura Eve Lintihcum (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Nicholas Ryan Lively (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Albert A. Lorenzo (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Alexa Carolyn MacKenzie – Media/Communication Studies and International Affairs
Erich Anthony Marlowe – Information Technology
Kelsea M. McGrogan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Madalyn McLane (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Codi I. Mimun (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Samantha M. Mitchell – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science
Max J. Mittler (CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Creative Writing
Laura Nicole Newman (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Melissa Emily Newman – Media/Communication Studies

Christina Alise Ortiz – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science
Joshua Eric Puttbach – Digital Media Production
Greer Ellen Quattlebaum (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Psychology
Sheri Lynn Rahman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Biological Science
Erik John Reed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Editing, Writing, & Media
Ariel C. Evans Rittenhouse – Media/Communication Studies
Stephanie Anne Romanach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Tara Michelle Rosenberg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jennifer Jean Ross (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing
Elizabeth Marie Rousseau – Media/Communication Studies and Theatre
Samantha Ann Schaum (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing
Kelly P. Schwanews (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Daphna Shull (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Kendall J. Sieron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
David Richard Swinburne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Media Production
Jeremy Roy Thomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Creative Writing
Sarah Marie Tippens (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Taylor M. Trujillo – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Kathleen A. Turner (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Literature
Jane K. Usner (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Andrea Lynn Villalba (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Katherine F. Vrabel – Media/Communication Studies
Victoria Rougueou Walker – Media/Communication Studies
Agnes Wasilewski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Amanda Wasserman (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Studio Art
Rebecca Lynn Wilborne (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and French/Business
Megan Rae Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Hannah Christine Wilson (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
William Stephen Winsemann – Media/Communication Studies
Rebecca J. Withers – Media/Communication Studies
Montana Talcott Zion (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Studio Art
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Breann Bailey</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Paige Balandis</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Blaise Baker</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Marie Barcelo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren M. Barocas</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Beatty</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ena Bekanovic</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Elise Bellas</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine A. Benton</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Lee Betourne</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devyn Rachel Birman</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Emily Blackwelder</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Bohner</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Fuss Boudinim</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Paige Bouchacourt</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cori Bowden</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Jaynis Boyd</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Jane Brammer</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Kate Brandenburg</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Wayne Breedlove</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Brennan</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Jean Briggs</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Elizabeth Brown</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney Antoinette Buonpane</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Donald Burns</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Nicole Butler</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynna L. Cahill</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie M. Calderon</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Advertising and Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie K. Caldwell</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Jean Carmellelle</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Quentin Caraway</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Louise Carrier</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrie Katelynn Carroll</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks N. Charles</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Everage Jamar Cherry</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Elizabeth Chesney</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Susie Clarke</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael C. Cofer</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Advertising &amp; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhett Thomas Coleman</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Mary Cone</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody B. Confer</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Shea Craig</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily A. Greven</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derika Delores-Arntti Crowley</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathali Cuellar</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine E. Curran</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Jo Cutrona</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahnita Daniel</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Anne Daniels</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Anne Daniels</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Noel Danko</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ann David</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Isabella Del Brocco</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy N. Delph</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Michelle DeThomasis</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny N. Devine</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Marie DiAddezzo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin D. Diaz</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Beatrice Drake</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Drolet</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Camille Bates Eiland</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin M. Dudley</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryann Howard Elliott</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rikki K. Ellis</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media Production &amp; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas T. Emerton</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Elizabeth Evans</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Dombrowski Ezzo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nicole Ferguson</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jean Dormis Ferraris</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Advertising &amp; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leighanne Alexandra Ferri</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allana S. Fiedor</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia M. Foy</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Faith Gatlin</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Public Relations and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan A. Gerace</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keriann Giambruno</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Sarah Givner</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Glazer</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon W. Gluesenkamp</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Professional Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorit Ann Gordon</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan J. Gothwal</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Gowen</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles William Grass</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Tani Kanoe Gray</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christie Lynn Green</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Elias Head</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan E. Hemstreet</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Nicholas Harvell</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen M. Hatch</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Lee Hawkins</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Professional Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Daniel Head</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan E. Hemstreet</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Leighann Hensley</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortney E. Mickey</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>MAGNA CUM LAUDE – Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen A. Marrs</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wren Carol Humphrey</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Ann Hurstl</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael C. Iglésias</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Rachel Jaffe</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha I. Jaimess</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Jolicoeur</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Jones</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wren Carol Humphrey</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Andrew Joseph</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Advertising &amp; Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcos J. Jorge</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melodie Vallee' Joyce</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Jay Kalarchian</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Information &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kristina A. Katopis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Elizabeth Kathryn Kessler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Brianna Nicole Kinney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Alix Kayla Klein (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Joseph D. Klos (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Taylor Michelle Knight – Media/Communication Studies
Amanda Koegler (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Jeremy Kong (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Mica Kotze (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Eden Ashlee Kruse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Justine Rae Langkopp (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jilllan L. Laskowitz (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ja’Nice Lonice Laster – Public Relations and Sociology
Malorie Diane Leach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Victoria Lewis – Media/Communication Studies
Shelley Ann Liebetrau (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Erin Victoria Lisch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ciara Megan Long (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Amanda Grace Lopez – Communication Science & Disorders
Lauren Constance Lopez – Media Production
Kayla M. Louttit (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Stephani Drew Luhrsen (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Crysta Lynch (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Daniel Christopher Macaluso – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Stephanie Michelle Mack (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Psychology
Jenna M. Manelli (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology
Leesa Marie Marante (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Valen Therice Marlow – Information Communication & Technology
Erich A. Marlowe – Information Technology
Brittany J. Martinic – Information Communication & Technology
Skyler Grattematchet – Media/Communication Studies
Sara Jarvis McCamack – Media/Communication Studies
Brooke E. McCormick – Information Communication & Technology
Caitlin Shouse McDaniel (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Mary Elizabeth McDermott (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Erin Kathleen McGivern (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
James Patrick McGrath II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Mary Lee Melton – Information Communication & Technology
Jacqueline Gabrielle Michaelis – Communication Science & Disorders
Gardner Michael – Information Communication & Technology
Alexander J. Miller – Information Communication & Technology
Kelsey Kay Miller (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Harrison Gray Minchew, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Elizabeth A. Molina (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sencer A. Moore – Information Technology
Kandice Moorhouse – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Claire Margaret Morrison (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Stephen Patrick Mucci – Media Production and Finance
Austin D. Murray – Media Production
Tucker Evan Nebel – Information Communication & Technology
Jordan Elizabeth Neel (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Nicole Newton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Christie Alexandra Nowels (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Art History
Daniel Noyes – Information Communication & Technology
Shea M. Oliver (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Thornton Charles Oliver III – Information Communication & Technology
Nicholas Joseph Orris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production and Creative Writing
Brooke Cathryn Ossi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Michelle M. Ostbye – Advertising
Kerri Lynn Owens – Communication Science & Disorders
Katharine G. Parker – Information Communication & Technology
Kayla Parker – Public Relations
Taylor R. Patchen – Media/Communication Studies
Priyanka K. Patel (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Samantha Karen Penney – Information Communication & Technology
Garrett W. Perkins – Information Communication & Technology
Sarafina C. Pereraud – Media/Communication Disorders
Matthew Paul Peterson – Information Technology
Brittany Lauren Petrucchini – Information Communication & Technology
Drew Headlee Piers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Political Science
Tyler James Pino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Rylee A. Pirson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Rebecca J. Platt – Communication Science & Disorders
Marcela D. Porro (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kaitlin Hannah Porter – Information Communication & Technology
Kelsey Nicole Portugal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Emily Grace Prettyman – Media/Communication Studies
Brooke L. Radish – Media/Communication Studies
Josef Tate Rainer (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Jim Houston Reddick – Information Communication & Technology
Jennifer L. Reich – Information Communication & Technology
Lauren Saige Reingold (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Adam Christopher Remillard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Michelle Reynoso (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Victoria Lynn Rice – Information Technology
Bianca D. Rickman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Robin Ann Riggle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Shannon Amanda Riordan – Communication Science & Disorders
Ben R. Roberts – Information Technology
Jacob P. Roberts – Information Technology
Mary Caroline Rohrbacher (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Management
Alexis Barbara Ronca (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Paige F. Rosenthal – Media/Communication Studies
Pamela Rachael Rothenberg – Public Relations
Justin Roy – Information Communication & Technology
Jennifer Christine Rubino (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Caroline Rosa Ruffin – Information Communication & Technology
Eric Thaddeus Cole Ruffino – Information Communication & Technology
Steve Saint-Ulysse – Information Technology
Samantha Saitowitz – Information Communication and Technology
Amy Francis Salinas – Media/Communication Studies
Justin Tyler Santiago – Information Communication & Technology
Samantha Nicole Sargent – Advertising
Rachel Marlys Sather (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Akash Zachary Sawh – Information Technology
Sarah Joanne Schaedel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Billy Schlesinger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Mallory Renee Mary Schmidt (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Samantha L. Schmidt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Management
Hillary Nicole Schuetz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Maxwell D. Schwartz (CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Allison R. Schwed (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kevin Segal – Information Communication & Technology
Jason Robert Senter – Information Communication & Technology
Rachel L. Shandler (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Nina E. Singer – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Jeremy Clinton Singleton – Information Technology
Rachel L. Skibicki – Information Communication & Technology
Stephanie Lynn Elizabeth Smallding (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kaitlin Scott Snapp (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Zachary T. Souza – Antiquity, Communication and Technology
Alexander Spiros – Information Communication & Technology
Bryan Rashad Strawter – Information Technology
Amiln Renee Strayer (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Brittany Leigh Strickland (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sara E. Sublousky (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Andrea N. Sugranes (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Rachel Danielle Sulzer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jaclyn Alyssa Suveg (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Michelle Tarangelo – Media/Communication Studies
Suzanne A. Tawney – Information Communication & Technology
Hannah Psalms Taylor – Media/Communication Studies
Michael Boyd Taylor (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Manuel Terrero, Jr. – Media/Communication Studies
Heidi Michelle Thedford – Public Relations
Florentine Georgia Thielis – Media/Communication Studies
Andrew D. Thompson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Erin C. Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Michael D. Topalis (CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Katelyn Nicole Varn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Emily Rose Vergo (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Deewye Jumpay Villanueva (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Dylan Taylor Vinson – Information Technology
Kaley Lauren Volkmann – Information Communication & Technology
Gabrielle Daniella Walden-Alves – Information Technology
Erica Jordyn Wander – Information Communication & Technology
Sara Elisabeth Wasserman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media Production
Ilana Anne Weinstein – Public Relations
Sarah Anne Westerfield (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Madison J. Whitehill – Media Production
Brittany Elizabeth Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science and Disorders
Erin Elisa Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Jason Scott Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Joshua David Williams – Information Technology
Katherine A. Williams – Information Communication & Technology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Lauren Ann Wood – Advertising
Kerri Alyce Wyland – Public Relations
Sarah A. Yasi – Information Communication & Technology
Christina N. Yatros (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Management
Aloxa Lindsay Zazik (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Hunter Lee Zniecki – Information Communication & Technology
Master of Arts
With Major In
Denise Marie Bilbow – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Tungguil David Kristopel – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Xinxing Li – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Zoheb H. Nesney – Media & Communication Studies
Rebekah Joy Rausch – Media & Communication Studies
Rachel M. Reinig – Media & Communication Studies
Christina Marie Reznack – Media & Communication Studies
Laura Suzanne Stoltzfus – Media & Communication Studies
Tara Dawn Thomas – Media & Communication Studies
Danyang Zhao – Media & Communication Studies
Master of Science
With Major In
Obianuju Chidiebele Aliche – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Audrey M. Arvin – Communication Science & Disorders
David Lee Atkins, Jr. – Information Studies
Zachary Matthew Bartlett – Media & Communication Studies
Julie Crouse Benning – Information Studies
Crystal Dawn Betts-Green – Information Studies
James Howard Bittle – Information Studies/School Media
Jamie Lee Blair – Information Studies
Lesley Boyd Blanton – Information Studies
Laura Ann Browning – Information Studies/School Media
Brin Chenille Bugo – Information Studies
Steven R. Burke – Information Studies
Michelle J. Cerbantec – Communication Science & Disorders
Terri J. Chasteen – Information Studies
Nadeen Chehabaldin – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jennifer Michelle Close – Information Studies/School Media
Andrea Elaine Connolly – Information Studies
Sean August Libby Cooley – Media & Communication Studies
Candace Danielle Cowan – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Tricia D’Antin – Information Studies
Sean P. De Grandy – Media & Communication Studies
Janice Marie Dees – Information Studies
Michaela I. Denimore – Information Technology
Larissa Ayn DeYoung – Information Studies
Bethany Ruth Diaz-Pons – Information Studies
Miranda Doran-Myers – Information Studies
Lifu Du – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Kelly Siobhan Dunnagan – Information Studies
Rashad Ira Ewing – Information Technology
Benjamin Elliott Farnham – Information Technology
Sarah Gail Farrell – Information Studies
Ebony Kristina Filer – Information Studies
John Joseph Fones – Information Studies
Alix Freck – Information Studies
Brandi Marie Fritsch – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Brandon N. Furbee – Information Studies
David Christopher Girtman – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Laure A. Goss – Communication Science & Disorders
Kimberly Lynn Woodham Griffis – Information Studies
Barbara Gutierrez – Communication Science & Disorders
Sarah Hardware – Information Studies
Andrew John Harrison – Information Studies
Jessica L. Harrison – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Andrew Hart – Information Studies
Peter George Haynitz-Smith – Information Studies
Sarena Hicks – Information Studies
Christine Gabrielle Hill – Information Studies
Mindy April Hodgell – Communication Science & Disorders
Meghan K. Hoffman – Information Studies
Lauren Nicole Hopkins – Information Studies/School Media
Samantha R. Hudson – Information Studies
Renata Maria Hughes – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Julia Cassandra Hutchins – Information Studies
Lingzi Jin – Media & Communication Studies
Rebecca Montgomery Johnson – Information Studies/School Media
Renaye Julian III – Information Studies
Timothy J. Kanke – Information Studies
Jolie Renee Kelly – Information Studies/School Media
Kimberly Joann Klamon – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Brittany Deborah Kleinpeter – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Xin Zhou – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Doctor of Philosophy

Sheila Faye Baker – Information Studies

B.S., Ohio University

M.S., Florida State University

Major Professor: Dr. Nancy Everhart


Chandra Clark – Speech Communication

B.S., University of Florida

M.S., Florida State University

Major Professor: Dr. Davis Houck

“Twentieth-Century Frontierswoman: A Rhetorical Biography of Almaena Davis Lomax, Journalist”

Leah Hunter – Mass Communication

B.A., Oberlin College

M.S., Boston University

Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Proffitt

“Overcoming the Diversity Ghetto: Determining the Effectiveness of Network Broadcast Diversity Initiative Programs”

Jinxuan Ma – Information Studies

B.S., Tianjin Normal University, China

M.A., Tianjin Foreign Studies University - China

M.S., University of Buffalo - SUNY

Major Professor: Dr. Don Latham

“Interacting with Health Information for Self-Care: An Exploratory Study of Undergraduate Students’ Health Information Literacy”

Plato L. Smith II – Information Studies

B.S., North Carolina A & T State University

B.S., North Carolina Central University

M.S., North Carolina Central University

Major Professor: Dr. Paul Marty

“Exploring the Data Management and Curation (DMC) Practices of Scientists in Research Labs within a Research University”

Shea Smock – Mass Communication

B.A., Butler University

M.A., Florida State University

Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Proffitt

“Prostituting the Public Interest in the 2012 Presidential Election: A Political Economic Analysis of Super PACS in Television News”

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC POLICY

Bachelor of Arts

With Major In

Daniela Aguilar (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Literature

Priscilla Marie Almeida (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science

Jasmin Maric Anty – International Affairs and Political Science

Robert Bruce Bendt – International Affairs

Bianca Darah Benham – International Affairs

Pamela Jean Burchard (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

Maria M. Chapado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science

Michelle Alexandra Coca – Political Science and Economics

Jon L. Coulter – International Affairs

Meron Daniel – International Affairs

Emily Lauren Earle – Asian Studies

Tylee Michelle Faruaggi (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Religion and Social Science

Kyra Amorette Faulkner – International Affairs and Chinese Language & Culture

Justin B. Fulkerson – International Affairs

Jeffrey Daniel Goode – International Affairs

Samantha L. Grzegezyczyk – International Affairs and Literature

Miguel A. Guzman – Political Science and International Affairs

Hillary Lynn Harlan (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – International Affairs

Christina Marta Havlicek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Russian

Courtney Elizabeth Hickey – International Affairs and German

Gus J. Hiebscher – International Affairs

Hilary J. Kizma (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

Matthew A. Kondziela – International Affairs and Media Communication Studies

Michael Roger Lambrechts – Economics

Emily Erin Lawrence (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – International Affairs

Maria Del Mar Losada – International Affairs and Editing, Writing, & Media

Emily Michelle Matchica – International Affairs

Richard Thomas David Meinke – Political Science and International Affairs

Bryce Michelle Miller (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

Maritz Dia Mulkay – Environmental Studies and Spanish

Maria Clara Naranjo Quintero (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

Sebastian Aucter Nassau – International Affairs and Sociology

Linzee Ott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
Tyler Joe Fleming
Joshua Paul Fleshman
Brittany Taylor Forester
Charity L. Forrest
Danielle Nicole Forte
Edward Lowell Foster III
Brittany Leigh Fox
Anthony Edward Fusco
Daniel T. Gaffney
Joseph Vickers Gardner
B.K. Gentry
Mitchell R. Ghanie
Jordan E. Goldfarb
Laura Elizabeth Gomes
Solomon Estifanos Gonite
Josiah Daniel Graham
Sherri-Ann Grant-Clarke
Stephanie Nicole Greaves
Wade E. Gregerson
Anne Callaway Griffith
Michael Alexander Gumula
Philippe Habib
Shawn Carter Haggerty
Beverly Kathleen Halloran
Heather Kathleen Ham-Warren
Joshua M. Hawkes
Coleman Peter Hengesbach
Austin M. Hensel
Zane Alexander Herman
Alison Anne Hofheimer
Frederick Wade Holder
Denisse Carolina Ilabaca
Dustin Michael Irwin
Christina Andrea Jackson
Brian F. Johnson
Robert Christian Johnson
Sherman Willard Jones
Ashton Leigh Jordan
Taylor Bennett Jordan
Kevin Andrew Joyce
Arlanbek Kalandarov
Maureen Patricia Kane
Sabina Klaudia Kania
Christopher Adam Karahalios
Kala Ruth Kelly
Michael B. Kelly
Kathleen Jo Klepfer
Clifford Knaggs
Elena Komsky
Sarah Kurish
Lindsay Jordan Kushner
Tanya Sabrina Lambrechts
Mackenzie Lee Landa
Terry Everlee Leach
Stephanie Eliona Levitt
Wei Li
Shanshan Liang
Evans Fane Liebowitz
Rebecca Moore Lightle
Clayton Lee Lovett
Antonio Lozada
Matthew David MacNamara
George Brock Magruder III
Sara J. Mangan
Cecilia Ines Manrique Barrenechea
Kyeshy Renee Mapp
Alan Christopher Martin
Daniel Maziao
Samantha Ashley McClure
Courtney Leigh McCown
Carson Burgess McKendree
Jenna Margaret McNamara
Brandon William McWalters
Leon Victor Melnicoff
David Raymond Mica, Jr.
Michelle L. Miller
Lora Chester Minicucci
Michael Christian Moore
Rachel E. Moore
Cullen Christopher Morris
Michael P. Morrinn
Matthew Christian Neff
Christopher Nickels
Ryan Nicol
Nicholas Daniel Niemiec
Cori Nowling
Eserogheine M. Okukpe
Robert Vincent Olivo
Stephanie Nicole Osman
Clayton T. Osteen
Kara Ottervanger
Christopher Todd Owen
Ann Michelle Palecki
Ann Claire Butler Patterson
Justin Deane Paul
Michela Charlene Pearl
Nicoll J. Pento
Heny Starling Perez
Peter Ryan Pidermann
Meaghan K. Pincket
Katherine Ann Plewak
William Matthew Andrew Poage
Andrew J. Podlaski
Bryan Adam Present
Nicholas Ravinet
Ramsey Dana Revell
Lauren Marie Reynolds
Glenn Wallace Rininger III
Tiya Sharade Rolle
Elizabeth Dolores Salinas
Jeffery Dewayne Sampson
Kristoffer Savy
Kayla Michelle Scarpone
Carter Walthall Scott
Kirsten Haley Sencil
John Steven Sharby
Jiaoting Shi
Kelleigh Elizabeth Lenora Simpson
Christine Andrea Jackson
Brian F. Johnson
Robert Christian Johnson
Sherman Willard Jones
Ashton Leigh Jordan
Taylor Bennett Jordan
Kevin Andrew Joyce
Arlanbek Kalandarov
Maureen Patricia Kane
Sabina Klaudia Kania
Christopher Adam Karahalios
Kala Ruth Kelly
Michael B. Kelly
Kathleen Jo Klepfer
Clifford Knaggs
Elena Komsky
Sarah Kurish
Lindsay Jordan Kushner
Tanya Sabrina Lambrechts
Mackenzie Lee Landa
Terry Everlee Leach
Stephanie Eliona Levitt
Wei Li
Shanshan Liang
Evans Fane Liebowitz
Rebecca Moore Lightle
Clayton Lee Lovett
Antonio Lozada
Matthew David MacNamara
George Brock Magruder III
Sara J. Mangan
Cecilia Ines Manrique Barrenechea
Kyeshy Renee Mapp
Alan Christopher Martin
Daniel Maziao
Samantha Ashley McClure
Courtney Leigh McCown
Carson Burgess McKendree
Jenna Margaret McNamara
Brandon William McWalters
Leon Victor Melnicoff
David Raymond Mica, Jr.
Michelle L. Miller
Lora Chester Minicucci
Michael Christian Moore
Rachel E. Moore
Cullen Christopher Morris
Michael P. Morrinn
Matthew Christian Neff
Christopher Nickels
Ryan Nicol
Nicholas Daniel Niemiec
Cori Nowling
Eserogheine M. Okukpe
Robert Vincent Olivo
Stephanie Nicole Osman
Clayton T. Osteen
Kara Ottervanger
Christopher Todd Owen
Ann Michelle Palecki
Ann Claire Butler Patterson
Justin Deane Paul
Michela Charlene Pearl
Nicoll J. Pento
Heny Starling Perez
Peter Ryan Pidermann
Meaghan K. Pincket
Katherine Ann Plewak
William Matthew Andrew Poage
Andrew J. Podlaski
Bryan Adam Present
Nicholas Ravinet
Ramsey Dana Revell
Lauren Marie Reynolds
Glenn Wallace Rininger III
Tiya Sharade Rolle
Elizabeth Dolores Salinas
Jeffery Dewayne Sampson
Kristoffer Savy
Kayla Michelle Scarpone
Carter Walthall Scott
Kirsten Haley Sencil
John Steven Sharby
Jiaoting Shi
Kelleigh Elizabeth Lenora Simpson
Melissa May Sinor
William James Sinor
Russell Lawrence Sloan
Jacob Samuel Slotin
Brandon Ray Smoot
Sarah A. Spach
Brian M. Spahn
Margaret Jane Spoor
Sterling A. Spikes
Marissa C. Sprick
Cassandra Marie Stabbert
Marissa Dawn Statler
Kristen Michelle Summers
Michael James Tevin
Jessica Margaret Tehlirian
Mark Templeton
Mark Lowell Tensmeyer
Jacquelyn Anne Thomas
Mary Kathleen Thomas
Tyler Lee Thomas
William Philip Thompson
William Lance Toliver
Michael David Tooley
Samantha Ann Tracy
Paris Nicole Tribue
Daniel Alexander Trout
Michele Marie Rue Viscinti
William Justin Vogel
Odell Wahrmann
Katherine Cole Walton
Daniel Graham Ward
Christopher Joseph Warnock
Ryan M. Wechsler
David Aaron Weisz
Andrew David Westcott
Logan Andrew White
David Boone Wieland
Brendon Keith Wikle
Amanda Nicole Williamson
Taylor Sanford Wolff
Graham Edward Wooden
Erik Scott Woody
Meghan Duffy Young
Leighton Zhong

**COLLEGE OF NURSING**

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Christopher M. Ackerson – Nursing
Hannah Nicole Ames (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ryan E. Andrews – Nursing
Megan E. Baker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Joshua Galcinus – Nursing
Ellen Marie Barraza (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Erin Lea Beville – Nursing
Katherine Lynn Bieneman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Brooke Katherine Billman – Nursing
Victoria Grace Boehm (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Shannon May Bogdanov – Nursing
Emily Catherine Bonk (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kelly Marie Brannan – Nursing
Bree Z. Brasch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kyle C. Brashear (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Morgan A. Brown (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Irene Mericia Burnett – Nursing
Jessica Teah Carleilic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Cate Lauren Cash (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Nicole M. Cavaliere (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashley Elizabeth Chisum – Nursing
Stephanie C. Cocores (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Lauren Elizabeth Cohen (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Roy Mitchell Colvin III – Nursing
Brittany J. Crumbley – Nursing
Amanda Ines Davila (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing and Family and Child Science
Leomie Druinaud – Nursing
Curtis Joseph Duggar – Nursing
Deena Anne Dutkowsky (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Heather M. Edwards (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Samantha B. Elsbree (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Danielle Lynn Faherty – Nursing
Jennifer Maria Fonseca (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Catherine Diana Frey (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Timothy Scott George, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Molly L. Graves (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Meghan Elise Guinan (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jacqueline Ralston Helms (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Savannah B. Henderson (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
April Louise Hensley – Nursing
Mollie Jordan Hibbard – Nursing
Elizabeth Anne Hill (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Michelle Leigh Hudson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Samantha T. Imrie (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Erin M. Johnson – Nursing
Valerie Lynn Keyes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Alexis Briann Koula (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Juana Lopez (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Janet Ruth Lorenz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Tara Christine Madgett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Charlee J. Mahler (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Chelsea Nicole Mayes (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Angie Mayorquin (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Allison Elaine McClintock – Nursing
Rhonda Le’Nae McGriff – Nursing
Leanne Danielle Mihalchen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Elisabeth Joan Morley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Elizabeth Margaret Muglia – Nursing
Kevin Ryan Murray (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Natalie Anne Nadeau (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kathleen Sophie O’Linn (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Christine Reyann Ogaza – Nursing
Danielle Gail Oster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Erica Doncel Patton – Nursing
Tatiana Vesel D’Amato (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Aline Elizabeth Rackley (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emily Louise Robinson – Nursing
Jennifer Gooldy Rodgers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jenna Danielle Simmons (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Lana N. Smithhart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Juliet Marie Sorbera – Nursing
Michelle Ann Spence – Nursing
Amy Joy Spyker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Katherine Marie Taibl – Nursing
Ericka Dianne Taya Tamisin – Nursing
Morgan Tyler Valentine (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Shanti A. Vargas – Nursing
Allison Cecil Vizzarrondo – Nursing
Liliane Clare Volk – Nursing
Dana LeAnn Wainwright – Nursing
Alyssa Jacqueline Ward – Nursing
Dana Jane Watt – Nursing
Jennifer Jill White (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Master of Science in Nursing
With Major In
Hannah L. Cameron – Nurse Educator
Kate Barron Hubbard – Nurse Educator
Carol Jo Klauer – Nurse Educator
Mackenzie L. McHugh – Nurse Educator
Carol Miller – Nurse Educator
Doctor of Nursing Practice
With Major In
Jessica Anne Aloyo – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Roxanne Hauber
Pamela Beiltich – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., Goshen College
M.S.N., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV
Caitlin Catherine Conroy – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Jolynn Greenhalgh and Mrs. Barbara Cottrell
Migling C. Cuervo – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S., University of Alabama - Birmingham
B.S.N., Florida State University
M.S., University of Alabama - Birmingham
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV
Janet H. Davis – Health Systems Leadership
B.S., Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville
M.S., Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV
Barbara Ann Dobron – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Saint Petersburg College
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield
Tanya Leigh Douglas – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jolynn Greenhalgh and Mrs. Barbara Cottrell
Portia Glover – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs
David R. Guthrie – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., Valdosta State University
M.N., University of South Carolina - Columbia
Major Professor: Dr. Karla Schmitt
Veronica Martin – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., University of South Alabama
M.N., University of South Alabama
Major Professor: Dr. Karla Schmitt
Meghan McCauley – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Cara Pappas
Robin McGuiness – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., Saint Joseph’s College
M.S.N., University of Hartford
Major Professor: Dr. Barbara Little
Pamela S. McGowen – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV
Dianne Mennitt – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., University of Tampa
M.S.N., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs
Kristen Raznick – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs
Brook Rogers – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs
Martha C. Ruder – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., University of Maryland in Baltimore
M.S.N., University of Maryland in Baltimore
Major Professor: Dr. Kay Whitten
Jennifer Anne Schnipper – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Roxanne Hauber
Sarah Sisung – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs
Charlene Rebecca Small – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield
Denise Stewart – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., California University of Pennsylvania
M.S.N., University of Pittsburgh
Major Professor: Dr. Karla Schmitt
Marsha Weiner – Health Systems Leadership
B.S.N., University of Rochester
M.S.N., University of Pennsylvania
Major Professor: Dr. Roxanne Hauber
Cathy Wogamon – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
M.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Cara Pappas
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Michael P. Abate – Accounting
Anthony D. Acosta-Kane – Management Information Systems
Jessica E. Acquavella (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Sarah Elizabeth Ahmed – Accounting
Diana Elizabeth Akridge (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Ibrahim Zaid Al-Kurdi – Management
Saleh Imad Alatiqi – Finance
Jeffery T. Albanese – Marketing and Professional Sales
Michaela M. Alcott (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jacqueline Aleksy – Marketing
Mistie Dawn Alford – Business Administration
Ashlee Aliche – Finance and Marketing
Madrika L. Allen – Finance
Kyle M. Allers – Hospitality Management
Justin S. Alley – Marketing
Kyle Wayne Altman – Finance
Crystal Alvarez – Hospitality Management
Maggie L. Amos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
James Stephen Andersen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Kevin Connor Andersen – Professional Sales
Brittany Luell Andersen – Hospitality Management
Caitlin Elizabeth Anderson – Marketing
T Drake Anderson – Professional Sales
Wesley Richard Anderson – Marketing
Jonas Andrade – Management
Christine Lee Arendsen – Business Administration
Kendall M. Andrews (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Rachel Nicole Andrews (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management
Emily Kathryn Anthony (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Chinese Language & Culture
Marisa L. Antonevich – Marketing and Management
Monica Arellano – Accounting and Marketing
Beatriz Armand (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance
Jason A. Armengol – Accounting
John T. Arnold – Accounting and Finance
Erik Arroyo (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Michael Ryan Ashby – Marketing Information Systems
Alex T. Baier – Accounting and Finance
Erin Elizabeth Bailey – Management Information Systems
Alexia Symone Ballo – Marketing
Brian C. Baker – Finance
Samantha Jeanne Baker – Hospitality Management
Brittany Leigh Balcer – Hospitality Management
Nicolas Joseph Balsamo – Finance and Real Estate
Chad W. Barber – Professional Sales
Jorge A. Barbosa – Finance and Management
Mary Katherine Barnes – Hospitality Management
Katherine A. Baron – Hospitality Management
Brian Barrauzeta – Finance
Armand Nicholas Barreiro – Management and Professional Sales
Jessica Rae Barry – Marketing
Colton T. Baleham – Finance and Real Estate
Lily A. Bates – Professional Sales
Jason M. Battaglia – Finance
Allyson Taylor Becker – Hospitality Management
Stephanie Michelle Becker – Finance and Hospitality Management
Kimberly E. Becks – Finance and Hospitality Management
Jessica Bedoya – Management
Benjamin N. Beebe – Hospitality Management
Kayla Ann Bell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Marissa Alexandra Bellack – Finance and Marketing
Cristina Maria Benavente – Management and Human Resource Management
Christopher R. Bendneck – Marketing
Joseph Tyler Benfield – Hospitality Management
Rachel Elyse Benson – Finance
Kathryn Marie Bentley – Hospitality Management
Adam T. Benvenisty – Marketing and Management
Nicholas A. Benza – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Jonathan Bercowitz – Marketing
Quinn Addison Berry – Finance
Chloe Hazuki Bertrand – Marketing
Vincent Besner – Finance
Gabriel Antonio Bidot – Hospitality Management
Gabrielle Eloise Bikker – Marketing
Brittany Nicole Bird – Finance and Management
Jason C. Blake – Marketing
Devin Marie Blackmon – Marketing
Deveshia Lashae Blakesly – Finance
Zac R. Blechman – Real Estate and Marketing
Robert M. Blum – Entrepreneurship and Real Estate
Leah Rose Colleen Boles – Hospitality Management
Daniel Bolstein – Professional Golf Management
Kyle R. Bonello (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Irene Bongcayaoo – Marketing
Stephanie Patricia Booker – Accounting
Emily Margaret Boris – Hospitality Management
Dillon Marie Boslow – Management
Julie Catherine Mailey Bost (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Kara Irene Bosworth – Marketing
Zachery E. Botsford – Management
Ashley Boutwell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kasey Ann Boutwell – Business Administration
Hillary M. Bowman (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Sean A. Brady – Finance
Eva Marie Branning – Finance and Real Estate
Azucena Bravo – Hospitality Management
Nicholas R. Bravo – Finance and Marketing
Michael John Brewster (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Alexandria C. Brobst – Finance and Economics
Matthew J. Brookins – Hospitality Management
Kennedy Ann Brophy – Hospitality Management
Anastasia Olga Brown – Accounting
Evan Brown – Marketing and Finance
Jasmine M. Brown – Hospitality Management
Moriah Ada-Pearl Bryan – Professional Sales
Courtney Carolyn Buchanan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Derek Colley Hinton Buckley – Professional Golf Management
Kavanaugh Charles Bugatti – Hospitality Management
Carmen J. Bula (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Mollan M. Bullock – Hospitality Management
Wesley Derek Burch – Professional Golf Management
Dillon Lee Bursdale – Finance and Applied Economics
Robert A. Burie – Management
Carson William Burke – Accounting
Katlın A. Burke (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kelly G. Burke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Real Estate
Jonathan Anthony Bursevich – Accounting and Finance
Stephanie Anne Buse – Management
Aldric James Bush – Hospitality Management
Jenna M. Bye – Professional Sales and Real Estate
Julia C. Bye – Real Estate and Professional Sales
William Matthew Byrne – Accounting and Finance
Frances Celeste Cabrera – Accounting
James K. Calabrese – Marketing
Maxwell Cameron – Hospitality Management
Anthony J. Campana – Marketing and Professional Sales
Frank Brown Cannon III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Juan A. Cantor – Hospitality Management
Christie Ann Capen – Accounting and Finance
Matthew P. Caradonna – Accounting
Matthew P. Caradonna – Finance
Alexander O. Carr – Real Estate
Sebastian Carrizosa – Finance
Kevin Carter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kirbie Renee Caruso (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Dylan J. Casey – Hospitality Management
Justin Alan Casey – Hospitality Management
Ivan J. Cassuto – Finance
Alejandra Castaneda – Marketing and Economics
Matthew P. Cazaz – Marketing
Andrea Cedirol (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Economics
Matthew Thomas Cerneck – Hospitality Management and Geography
Colin James Cerruto – Management
Timothy J. Finck – Finance and Marketing
Nicolette G. Finizio – Marketing
Hope Finlayson – Finance
Matthew Fischer – Risk Management/Insurance
Mackenzie L. Fitchett (CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Marketing
David T. Fletcher – Finance
Rachel M. Fletcher – Hospitality Management
Jhon Deivy Forero – Accounting and Economics and Finance
Michael Carey Foster – Finance
Alexander N. Fotopoulos – Finance
Sofia Mercedes Frasca – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Alfonso Vincent Frazer – Management and Real Estate
Patrick Frazer – Finance
Scott S. French (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Caitlin H. Frenkel – Marketing
Jonathan Frias (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Alexia F. Friedman (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Michael A. Funicello (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jennifer Courtney Funk (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Franco J. Furmanski – Finance
Timothy Liam Dwight Gaffney – Accounting
Thomas James Galatis – Finance and Applied Economics
Thomas James Galatis – Real Estate
Carlos Roberto Galindo – Management and Marketing
Daniela Galindo-Cure – Hospitality Management and Marketing
Dominic R. Gallardi (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Elizabeth Galvis – Hospitality Management
Christopher Alexander Gammill (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Economics
Ryan Michael Gammon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Nicole Monique Garces – Marketing
Jackson Ernest Gardner – Marketing and Literature
Robin Monaé Garner – Hospitality Management
Nicholas Daniel Garzon (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Skylar Michael Gaspa – Management
Katherine L. Gaudino – Marketing
Elleni M. Gavalas – Risk Management/Insurance and Management
Thomas Michael Genduso – Hospitality Management
Paul S. George, Jr. (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Matthew Taylor Gilbert – Accounting and Finance
Eric M. Gillen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Entrepreneurship
Eric M. Gillen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Professional Sales
Rees Bowen Gillespie IV – Finance and Marketing
Sean C. Gillman (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Andrew M. Ginters – Hospitality Management
Alec Glazer – Hospitality Management
Carly Glazer – Marketing
Ashley Brooke Gleissner – Marketing and Editing, Writing, & Media
Jeffrey Adam Glossy – Finance
Darcy Godwin – Marketing and Finance
Tanvi C. Goklani – Marketing
Rebecca H. Gold – Risk Management/Insurance
Arin R. Goldman – Marketing
Hannah Alexandra Goldstein – Hospitality Management
Frank J. Gomez – Management
Catherine Elizabeth Gonzalez – Marketing
Samuel Thomas Goodwin – Risk Management/Insurance
Sandra Carol Goodwin – Business
Eric Evan Goss – Marketing
Clark Royal Gould – Hospitality Management
Meghan Elizabeth Gould – Finance
Paige Danielle Graham – Marketing and Finance
Connor J. Gray – Finance
Gage Cameron Green – Finance
Jeremy Ryan Green – Management
Kyle David Green – Marketing
Aaron E. Greenberg – Professional Golf Management
Ryan P. Greenwald (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Daniel C. Greger – Finance
Chelsea Elizabeth Gresham (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Conor James Gressinger – Finance and Real Estate
Erik Michael Gressinger – Finance and Real Estate
Katherine K. Griffin – Marketing and Management
Kyle P. Griffith (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jennifer A. Gross – Hospitality Management
Tony Scott Guerra – Finance and Applied Economics
Michelle Marie Guitian (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kathleen S. Guldach – Marketing
Jordan C. Hackmeier – Real Estate and Risk Management/Insurance
Margaret A. Haigh – Marketing
Cara E. Haley – Accounting
Callie Elizabeth Hall (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Ian Richard Hall – Finance and Economics
Megan Halleron – Accounting and Finance
Jordan Leigh Halpern – Marketing and Management
Lauren E. Hamill – Management and Economics
Kelly Lynn Hamilton – Marketing
Jessica Lee Hamman – Hospitality Management
Sarah Susanna Hammond (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Matthew R. Haney – Finance
Matthew Capron Hansen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jeffrey W. Harden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Applied Economics
Richard C. Hardie (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Nadia Phyllicia Harebin (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jourdan Rae Harmon (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Nicholas Paul Harris – Finance
Jocelyn Sherelle Hart – Hospitality Management
Kelsi Logan Hartmann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Robin Allysha Harvey – Hospitality Management
Morgan T. Hassel – Hospitality Management
Evan Emilie-Ann Hawes – Marketing
Lauren T. Hearon – Human Resource Management
Arthur James Heffernan – Accounting and Sport Management
Brennan E. Heineman – Marketing and Management
Robert Eugene Heineman – Marketing
Charles T. Heisler – Finance
Ashley E. Helms – Marketing and Management
Victor Micah Henderson – Business Administration
Matthew T. Henning – Management
Emily A. Herman – Hospitality Management
Ivette Hernandez – Hospitality Management
Jaclyn Nicole Hernandez – Finance
Kelsey N. Hernandez – Hospitality Management
Ysauro L. Hernandez – Management Information Systems
Daniel Luis Herrera (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Management and Entrepreneurship
Dillon Hewit – Management
Ashley N. Hicks – Hospitality Management
Chad Higgins – Accounting and Finance
Julius A. Hill – Finance
Sophia Angelica Hill Guerreiro – Marketing
Aaron Scott Hillebert – Accounting and Real Estate
Catherine A. Hippelheuser – Marketing
Daniel Mazell Hird, Jr. – Management
Jessica Louise Hirsch – Hospitality Management
Oremy Stephanie Hislop – Finance
Aynsley E. Hoffman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Sport Management
Gregory J. Hoffmann – Finance and Sport Management
Margaret Mary Hogan – Accounting and Finance
Daniel Crenshaw Hoge – Entrepreneurship and Finance
Chelsea Katherine Holder – Hospitality Management
Kayleigh A. Hollingsworth (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Kayleigh Michelle Hopp – Management
Alexandra C. Hoppensteadt – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Daniel G. Houston – Management and Professional Sales
Jerry Daries Howze, Jr. – Marketing
Stephanie Marie Hubbard – Accounting
Quinton C. Huffman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Cody Michael Steven Hughes – Marketing and Management
Courtney Michelle Humeston (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Political Science
Brian C. Hunter – Marketing and Professional Sales
Lea A. Huffles (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Samuel Clifford Huxford – Finance
Christina Marie Ippolito – Finance
Courtney Lynn Irber – Business Administration
Jared Matthew Isaacson – Finance
Haley Capers Issette – Marketing
Kendra S. Ismark (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Filip Ivanov – Marketing
Tyler M. Jackson – Management Information Systems
Mathew L. Jaiven – Management
Alexandra Lana Jamael (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Finance
Humberto J. Janeiro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Ryan A. Jaskot – Finance
Ivlen J. Jean – Finance and Economics
Nole S. Jean Baptiste – Finance
Kayleigh Blue Jentzen – Finance
Mallory J. Johnson – Hospitality Management
Kathryn Aubrey Jones – Accounting
Kristin Nicole Jones – Marketing and Finance
Yulia Jones – Business Administration
Jimmy Joseph – Hospitality Management and Finance
Jeremy T. Julianna – Finance
Denise Dittrich Juliao – Accounting
Sarah Alice Jurkowski (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Priyanka Jyotishi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Brandon N. Kaller (CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship
Michelle M. Kane (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Resource Management
Stephanie Michelle Kaplan (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Andrew Maxwell Kass – Finance
Evon R. Kastrenakes (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Stephanie Rae Katzen – Management and Marketing
Matthew Ryan Kavanaugh – Finance and Management Information Systems
Katie Fletcher Kazmi – Hospitality Management
Zachary Ross Keane – Marketing
Ryan Thomas Kearney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Entrepreneurship
Seth H. Kederick – Finance
Kenneth F. Keenan III – Accounting
Brandon Keeny – Finance
Jake O. Kelly (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Taylor Michael Kelly – Finance
Jordan Kelly-Houston – Finance
Samuel W. Kellend – Accounting
Chase M. Keperle (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Juliet Keslyyas – Human Resource Management and Marketing
Kaitlin E. Key – Professional Sales and Human Resource Management
Kimberly Amber Keyser – Professional Sales and Marketing
George Edward Kiesel III – Management
Davied Barstow Killian – Finance
Rebecca Gantobek Kim – Hospitality Management
Matthew James King – Management
Corey A. Kirchner – Finance
Hilary J. Kizma (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Max T. Klein (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Kali G. Klima – Accounting
Alexander D. Knips – Marketing
Joshua Michael Knoss – Marketing
Paulina M. Koziol – Marketing
Claire Kraftchik (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Madeleine Paige Kreymer – Marketing
Sydney Kate Krier – Finance and Real Estate
Elise I. Kriss – Finance and Management
Anthony J. Kritis (CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Finance
Chelsea Morgan Krutsach – Finance
Peter L. Kulat – Accounting and Finance
Kevin Michael Laddon – Accounting
Brendan T. Lammont – Entrepreneurship and Finance
James Andrew Lamont – Finance
John Blakney Laney – Management
Nathan Kyle Lankford – Accounting
Cardon C. Larr – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Renee LaPante – Hospitality Management
Nicole A. Laster – Marketing
Courtney L. Latta – Marketing and Management
Justin M. Lawler – Finance and Professional Golf Management
Brandon P. Lazzari – Finance and Marketing
Loomis C. Lee – Finance and Real Estate
Courtney Denise Lehr – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Kyle Scott Leiser – Hospitality Management
Eman Lemu – Accounting
Christian Leon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Stefan Leon – Entrepreneurship and Applied Economics
Stephen Anthony Leon, Jr. – Finance and Economics
Jason K. Leong – Finance and Applied Economics
Joseph Michael Lerro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Katherine D. Lesnett – Finance and Real Estate
Dylan A. Lesniak – Real Estate and Finance
Charlie Lee – Marketing
Evon A. Levey – Finance
Kelly R. Lewis – Hospitality Management
Mitchell T. Lewis – Entrepreneurship
Steven M. Lewis – Finance
Aaron Michael Liebeskind – Marketing
Giselle Nicole Liotta – Accounting and Finance
Molly Shea Little – Marketing
Ana Rosa Lleonart – Finance
Robert David Loehr – Accounting and Finance
An Maria Lopez – Accounting and Finance
Carolina Lopez – Management
Zachary Lore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Mahalia Eda Lott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Enrique Ka Kei Lou (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Human Resource Management
Enrique Ka Kei Lou (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Professional Sales and Real Estate
Taylor A. Ludecke – Hospitality Management
Sarah A. Lukacher (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Art History
Melissa Nicole Luman – Marketing
Ignacio A. Luttcy – Finance and Real Estate
Sarah Helena Lyons (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Finance
Mathew A. MacDonald – Professional Sales
Ryan Alexander MacFadyn – Management
Ryan Alexander MacFadyn – Marketing
Angela Marie Machina – Accounting
Carol A. Mackin – Management Information Systems
Nicolette L. Maddock (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Lindsay Alexandra Magee – Management
Lauren Michelle Magiera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Lindsey M. Magiera (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Kelly Ann Maguire (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Professional Sales
Taylor R. Mahan – Marketing
Michael James Mahoney – Professional Golf Management
Shaunah M. Mahoney – Marketing
Connor McKay Mallory – Management
Anna Marie Malphrus – Accounting
Jacob H. Mandell – Marketing and Management
Gregory E. Marchesini (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Alexandra Marciniak – Marketing
Evan Charles Marcus – Finance and History
Andrew Ethan Marks – Management Information Systems
Anna Tasha Marks Shafton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Julie C. Marshall – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Gordon Gerard Martell – Marketing
Elizabeth M. Martin – Finance and Applied Economics
Kayla L. Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Mitchell Tyler Martin – Management and Human Resource Management
Kyle L. Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Golf Management and Finance
Victoria Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Psychology
Monica Paola Martinez Guzman – Hospitality Management
Emily Elizabeth Marvin (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Alexandra Victoria Massabki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Chinese Language & Culture
Wilma Massena – Marketing and Management
Joseph A. Masters – Accounting and Finance
Ryan Matheson – Risk Management/Insurance
Lauren E. Mathewson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
James Logan Matthews – Finance
Lindsay Matthews – Marketing
Clayton Ben Mattio – Accounting
Megan Kate Mazlin – Marketing
Jacqueline M. Mazza – Marketing
Sara Nicole Mazzoleni – Hospitality Management and Political Science
Callie Nicole McClanahan – Hospitality Management
Carlin Allison McCrory (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Management
Kelly S. McDonald – Marketing
Shakirah Laquez McDuffie – Finance
Stephanie Marie McFadden – Professional Sales and Marketing
Stephanie Marie McFadden – Finance
Trey Cartier McGee – Accounting
Kathryn Kelly McInnis – Hospitality Management
Kevin A. McKinlay – Marketing
Chelsey D. McLeary – Marketing and Finance
Abigail Mary McMahon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Sara E. McMahon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Gabrielle McPherson – Hospitality Management
Matthew B. Mederos – Hospitality Management
David Meisler – Finance
Felipe Mejia – Finance
Walter N. Meloon – Finance and Political Science
Patrick J. Mentry – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Donald J. Merten – Finance
Jonathan Meszaros – Hospitality Management
Laura B. Meyer – Hospitality Management
Alexandra Dawn Miceli – Professional Sales
Neil John Michaelides – Management and Marketing
Michael P. Michas – Finance
Junior Pierre Michel – Risk Management/Insurance
Jacob G. Michniewicz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Applied Economics
Christopher Raymond Mihokovich (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Daniel Douglas Millay – Finance and Real Estate
Alec Michael Minicucci (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Sport Management
Natalie Nadine Minton – Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Alyssa Kay DiMare Miravi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Makena Taylor Mizell (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Emily Iran Moallem (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Real Estate
Chelsea C. Mokary – Professional Golf Management
Kaci L. Moler (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Jose Antonio Molina – Finance and Management Information Systems
Michael M. Montejo – Accounting
Justin Frank Moore (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kevin Austin Moore – Finance and Real Estate
Walter Ransom Moore – Accounting
Henry Emerson Moorhead III – Management Information Systems
Eric Alexander Domenic Morgera (WITH HONORS) – Management and Management Information Systems
Emily N. Morris – Hospitality Management
Graham Fredrick Morris – Marketing
Robert Andrew Moses (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Accounting
Ashley Nicole Mosley – Marketing
Chelsea E. Mueller (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
William B. Muirhead (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Christopher J. Musto – Hospitality Management
Sandra Lorraine Muszynski – Marketing and Professional Sales
Julia Ray Nealon (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Stephanie Brinae Neal – Hospitality Management
Shannon N. Needleman – Finance
Joseph Earl Neeley – Entrepreneurship and Risk Management/Insurance
Alyssa Ravazzi Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Damien Jason Neuman – Management
Lee Jordan Neville – Finance and Applied Economics
Shaina Amanda Newman – Hospitality Management
Tony Minh Sang Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Japanese Language & Culture
Brooke Nieporte (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Sally No – Accounting and Finance
Soraya Christie Noel – Marketing
Hussain Akbar Noorani – Finance
Gustav P. Nordstrom – Finance and Real Estate
Jessica Anne Nori (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Marketing and Professional Sales
Jason Tyler Norman – Finance
Dylan James Norris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Kyle Edward North – Risk Management/Insurance and Finance
John Michael Nowicki – Accounting and Management Information Systems
Edward James O’Hara – Hospitality Management
Delaney Alexandra O’Malley – Accounting and Finance
Lucy Megan O’Neill – Marketing
Tiffany O’Neill – Marketing
Paige O’Shea – Hospitality Management
Alexis P. Oberer – Marketing
Charles Scott Ocampo – Accounting and Finance
Nickolas Kurt Oettl – Finance
Brittanie A. Olavarria (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Benjamin S. Oliver – Hospitality Management
Kiersten L. Olson (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Marketing
Karen Viviana Ovalle – Hospitality Management
Taylor M. Overby – Human Resource Management
Joshua Caleb Owen – Accounting and Finance
Charles Patrick Owens – Hospitality Management
Gabrielle A. Owens – Marketing
Brandon W. Pach – Accounting
James John Pagano, Jr. – Finance
Brianna Haley Page – Finance
Brianna Haley Page – Hospitality Management
Alyssondra M. Palazzo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Richard Allen Pallot – Finance
Caroline Denise Palm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Thomas N. Parker – Marketing
Patrick J. Parkinson, Jr. – Finance
Katherine A. Parr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Katherine A. Parr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Sarah Elizabeth Parrow (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Olivia Marie Partin – Finance
Simit S. Patel – Finance and Management Information Systems
Tyler Avery Patton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Christopher David Pavlick – Finance and Marketing
Dane Jared Peacock – Finance
Alejandro Pedroza – Finance
Kayluis Xavier Peña – Marketing and Media/Communication Studies
Paulina Isabel Penaloza (WITH HONORS) – Accounting and Economics and Finance
Dylan John Pepia – Hospitality Management
Armani I. Perez – Management and Sport Management
Daniel A. Perez – Finance and Marketing
Jared Michael Perlman – Finance and Real Estate
Justin Permenter – Hospitality Management
Brooks K. Perry – Finance
Caitlin Elane Persky – Hospitality Management
Caleb Frederick Peters (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tyler Charles Peters – Marketing and Finance
Christina F. Peterson (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Hannah M. Peterson – Management and Psychology
Suzanne V. Peterson – Marketing and Sport Management
Ryan Christopher Petrillo – Entrepreneurship
Oliver Dimitri Pettis – Business Administration
Jason H. Phillips – Finance and Professional Sales
Tyler S. Phillips – Finance
Lawrence Michael Pickle – Management
Santiago Miguel Pinedo – Management Information Systems and Professional Sales
Janee Tomoral Pinto – Marketing
Shelby Lynn Pletcher (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
John Pollockzyk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Michael T. Pont (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Applied Economics
Laurence Porr – Management
Brett A. Posey – Management
Lauren E. Potter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
LaQuita Janice Powell – Hospitality Management
Kshiteez Pradhan – Finance and Applied Economics
Michael J. Prahl – Finance and Real Estate
James Robert Prestinari, Jr. – Real Estate and Finance
Emily Grace Prettmann – Hospitality Management
Michael C. Price – Marketing
Zachary Wyatt Keieamouku Quebral – Marketing and Management
Greg A. Rainey – Finance and Real Estate
Stephanie Ann Ramos – Marketing and Real Estate
Caroline Carter Rand – Finance
Elizabeth M. Ray – Hospitality Management
Elizabeth Marie Ray – Hospitality Management
Hope Elizabeth Rechsteiner – Hospitality Management
Jeremy Michael Reese – Accounting and Finance
Brittany L. Reid – Marketing
Ramone Adrian Reid – Finance
Alex M. Reinhard – Finance
Kristina Danielle Remington (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Amanda Christina Restivo – Marketing
Vanessa Reveron – Marketing
Robbin Richardson, Jr. – Hospitality Management
Benjamin A. Richter (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Finance
Solange Andrea Richter – Marketing Information Systems
Tess M. Ristaino – Hospitality Management
Giselle J. Rivas – Marketing
Jorge Alexander Rivera – Hospitality Management
Ramon David Rivera – Marketing
Julia L. Roberto (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance
Harris Clay Roberts IV – Marketing
Conrad William Robertson (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Professional Sales
John McCarthy Robison (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Nicholas Rodriguez – Finance
Patrick J. Rodrigues – Finance
Santiago A. Rodriguez – Risk Management/Insurance
Janelle Nicole Romero (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jason Romero – Accounting
Zack Roper – Finance
Ana Martha Rosas Calderon – Human Resource Management
Cory M. Rosen – Accounting
David Michael Rosenberg – Accounting
Marc Jason Rosenberg – Management and Information Systems
Austin S. Ross (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Nicholas H. Ross – Management
Megan A. Roth – Hospitality Management
Caroline Marisa Rothstein – Hospitality Management
Alexis D. Rousselle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Randell H. Sainz – Finance
Stanford Dean Rowe – Finance
Benjamin C. Rowley – Accounting and Finance
Brandon Alexander Rubin – Finance and Economics
Gleb D. Rudenko (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Political Science
Joel Rene Ruiz – Finance
Nicholas L. Rushlow (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Charles Bowen Russell – Finance
Nicholas J. Russo – Accounting
Zachary N. Rutherford – Marketing
Lauren Shireen Sackreiter (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Nicole Marie Sadez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance
Alexandra N. Salerno (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Fabio Gerardo Salhuana – Marketing
Amy Francis Salinas – Marketing
Gabriela Christine Salmeron – Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Joshua M. Salow – Accounting and Finance
Brian Rae Sanchez (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Christina M. Sanchez – Marketing
Javier Francisco Sanchez – Accounting
Sarah Autumn Sanchez – Hospitality Management
Angela Sánchez – Management
Michelle Santana – Finance and Hospitality Management
Alexander Thomas Saparata – Professional Sales
Alberto H. Sarti – Marketing and Risk Management Information Systems
Katherine E. Savidge – Finance
Breoni Sawyer – Finance
Breoni Sawyer – Professional Sales
Elizabeth Marguerite Scheffer – Hospitality Management
Kristina Schleich – Management Information Systems
Aleah Lauren Schweizer (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Timothy D. Scollo (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Finance
Adam R. Segal – Hospitality Management
Arielle Segal – Finance and Management
Andrew T. Seifer – Hospitality Management
Tyler Christopher Selman – Finance and Management
Alexander Keith Semmler (CUM LAUDE) – Business Administration
Enes Sepic – Management
Nicholas Edward Serra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Kent Robert Shader (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
John William Shahawy – Finance
Bryan Shoman – Management Information Systems
Adam Forrest Shanks – Business Administration
Garrett W. Sharpe – Finance
Erika M. Sheffiel – Hospitality Management
Taylor R. Shockley – Hospitality Management
Spencer Terry Shook – Marketing
James Michael Shores – Accounting
Matthew Michael Sikorski – Finance
Jenna B. Silvers – Hospitality Management
Kambria Madison Simms – Hospitality Management and Professional Sales
Mark Andrew Sineus – Accounting and Finance
Bidushki Singh – Finance
Lauren Anne Sippin – Accounting
Mitchell K. Slater – Marketing
Andrew Campbell Slaton – Finance and Accounting
Daniel Benjamin Sleeman – Hospitality Management
Sally Elizabeth Sloan – Finance and Marketing
Laetecia Allae Small (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Marketing
Tyler Philip Smillie – Finance and Professional Sales
Alexandria L. Smith – Finance and Real Estate
Bianca Monique Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Psychology
Dakota Mays Smith – Professional Golf
Huntley Margaret Smith – Finance
Huntley Margaret Smith – Hospitality Management
Jessica C. Smith – Hospitality Management
Malcolm Gage Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Monica Elizabeth Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Colin Snowball – Management
Connor H. Snyder (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Hannah Elaine Snyder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Christine Alicia Solik – Marketing
Destini Ke’Andra Solomon – Finance
Tyler J. Sorensen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Arthur SOSnowski – Entrepreneurship and Real Estate
Tyler David Souder – Management
Eric Richard Sowden – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Michael C. Sparbeck – Marketing and Management
Zachary J. Spencer – Finance
Andrew Edward Stambrosky – Finance
Maxwell Harrison Stape – Hospitality Management
Eric Charles Steinberg – Professional Golf Management and Finance
Andrew Stempel – Finance
Jerrod Allen Stewart – Accounting
ESTHER R. Still – Risk Management/Insurance
Jennifer Stine (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Samuel Roy Stockstill – Finance
Katherine Emma Stokoe – Hospitality Management
Robert Storey – Management
Elena Stout – Accounting
Sarah A. Strickland – Marketing
Kelsey Elizabeth Stroze (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Accounting and Finance
Joseph Edward Stuart – Finance and Applied Economics
Sarah Cravens Stuart – Marketing
Jaca Marie Stultz – Management
Alyssa Morgan Stutzman (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Tyrsa I. Sunday – Hospitality Management
Kevin Michael Swearingen – Professional Sales and Management
Joseph Dominick Sylvstri (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Anthony Szefnert – Management Information Systems and Applied Economics
Natalia Szymanski – Hospitality Management
Kara Tadlock – Finance
Trevor James Talcie – Finance
Alexia Michelle McDaniel Tandron (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Michael Philip Taylor, Jr. – Professional Golf Management
Kimberly K. Tedesco – Human Resource Management and Management
Rafael Tejeda – Accounting and Finance
Renee N. Thierer – Finance
Jada N. Thomas – Hospitality Management
Jalecia Mercedes Thomas – Hospitality Management
Mark David Thomas (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance
Nicholas A. Thomas – Hospitality Management
John B. Thompson – Finance and Accounting
Shannon E. Thompson – Professional Sales
Adam K. Tiller – Business Administration
Benjamin Michael Tillotson – Marketing
Jazz Mauro Tomassetti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Christine Marie Torres – Marketing
Gastón Torres – Management and Finance
Matthew J. Torro – Finance
Bryce Kaitlyn Trafford – Hospitality Management
Landon C. Travis (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Brittany Monique Tricquet – Finance
August Taylor Tripp – Professional Sales
Alexandria Turnbull – Finance
Alexandra J. Tuuri – Management and Human Resource Management
Taylor Jade Urban – Hospitality Management
Michael Anthony Vacchiano (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kelly Genevieve Valdes – Hospitality Management
Matthew Alexander Valeiras – Management
Devan R. Vandergrift – Marketing
Robert Vandruten – Management
Stefano Fabrizio Vaprio – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Jacie M. Veller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jacie M. Veller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Clinton Connor Vickers – Management
Max Victoriano – Finance
Melissa Irene Vidaurre (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Oceane Vincent – Hospitality Management
Samuel H. Wagner – Finance
Alexander K. Waite (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Professional Sales
Corbin D. Walker – Finance
Cornelius T. Walker – Finance and History
Joseph D. Walters – Accounting and Finance
Joseph D. Walters – Risk Management/Insurance
Sara Elizabeth Ward (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Henry Hart Warner – Finance
Michelle Elissa Warner – Marketing
Amanda Leigh Warrender – Hospitality Management
Elizabeth A. Washburn – Accounting and Finance
Kristen A. Wassmann – Hospitality Management and Applied Economics
Elliot Michael Waterbury (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Stephen Brian Watkins – Marketing
Conor C. Watson – Marketing
Gillian P. Wayne (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Stephen Kyle Weaver – Finance and Human Resource Management
Mackenzie L. Webster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Zach Benjamin Weinfield (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Haley Alexandra Weiss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Morgan R. Weiss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Catherine Evelyn Weisz – Finance and Management Information Systems
Ashley Renee Welch – Accounting
Zachary White – Finance
Allison Erin Whitmire – Hospitality Management
Jesse Lawrence Wickham – Management
Keeley Clay Wilder – Accounting
George Joseph Wilkinson – Accounting and Finance
Brian Louis Williams – Finance
Joshua D. Willner – Marketing and Management
Ashley N. Wilson – Marketing and Hospitality Management
Hillary Frances Wray Wilson – Marketing and Finance
Keaton Linn Wilson – Risk Management/Insurance
David Arthur Windle – Accounting
Catherine V. Wood – Finance
Alexander W. Woods – Finance and Management
Jordon Worlds – Risk Management/Insurance
Kayla Carina Worthy – Hospitality Management
Amanda C. Wright – Management Information Systems
Kitty Wu – Marketing
James Lawrence Yacavone IV – Marketing and Management
Kenji Yamamoto – Hospitality Management
Brianna T. Yesford (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Marketing
Jordan Victoria Yoli – Hospitality Management
James Harrison Yonn – Finance
Marissa R. Yorkshire – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Jaclyn Fay Young – Hospitality Management
Belle Yu – Finance
Farhan Nader Zarou – Accounting and Applied Economics
Stefan Andrei Zborovsky – Accounting and Finance
Jessica E. Zell – Marketing
Steven M. Zeppenfeld – Finance
Bryce Alexander Zimmer – Accounting and Finance
Crystal Jasmin Zimmerman (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Marketing
John Santo Zoda, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance
Amanda Kathryn Zook – Marketing and Professional Sales
Craig A. Zuckerman – Marketing
Hannah Leigh Zugay (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Alex T. Zwolak – Accounting and Finance

Master of Accounting
With Major In

Rachel Erin Brown – Taxation
Christine M. Dearden – Assurance Services
William D. Fickbohm – Taxation
Christopher M. Martinez – Taxation
Samantha Alexis Mighty – Accounting Information Systems
Kyle Joseph Morelli – Accounting Information Systems
Lauren M. Passaro – Corporate Accounting
Nicholas Anthony Stratis – Taxation
Welong Wang – Taxation
Xudong Wang – Taxation
Yi Zhang – Taxation
Yuting Zhang – Corporate Accounting

Master of Business Administration
With Major In

Shane Ali-Khanai – Business Administration
Preston S. Allmond – Business Administration
James Paul Altman – Business Administration
Reniel Michael Amaro – Business Administration
Matthew J. Auster – Business Administration
Leah Megan Bailey – Business Administration
Allison Jane Behuniak – Business Administration
Andrew Biladeau – Business Administration
Alexander Raymond Boier – Business Administration
Nathan Adam Clapper – Business Administration
Ashley Lauren Corbett – Business Administration
Katelyn M. Dean – Business Administration
Leslie Deslis – Business Administration
Jean-Louis Edouard – Business Administration
Amy M. Evors – Business Administration
Raymond Michael Ferrara, Jr. – Business Administration
Jay W. Foster – Business Administration
Robert Franklin Gibbs III – Business Administration
Adam Goodman – Business Administration
Kyle William Henry – Business Administration
Jacob John Hunter – Business Administration
Ashley Hope Huss – Business Administration
Kathryn Nicole Jeronimus – Business Administration
Taylor Bennett Jordan – Business Administration
Patrick Keeney – Business Administration
Kayla Michele Kessler – Business Administration
Daniel David Klaas – Business Administration
Katherine Elizabeth Kozyra – Business Administration
Robert Byron Lees – Business Administration
Stacy Nicole Lusk – Business Administration
James C. Mack – Business Administration
Joel S. May – Business Administration
Michael Misrahi – Business Administration
Brent Robert Nelson – Business Administration
David Christopher Nieminen – Business Administration
Robert William North – Business Administration
Kelly Catherine O’Sullivan – Business Administration
James Andrew Oliver – Business Administration
John Christopher Palgutt – Business Administration
Jason K. Parker – Business Administration
Kevin A. Paton – Business Administration
Darren K. Pope – Business Administration
Jasmine Elizabeth Posskitt-Jones – Business Administration
Jeffrey Reardon – Business Administration
Livingston James Jean Ricci – Business Administration
Jared Tyler Roche – Business Administration
Ryan Michael Rodriguez-Trias – Business Administration
Erik A. Sander – Business Administration
Brent William Scherz – Business Administration
Joseph Baynard Shearsoue IV – Business Administration
Jeremy Felton Sweeney – Business Administration
Danielle Tarr – Business Administration
Carly Bryan Taylor – Business Administration
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Master of Science
With Major In
Esteban Alberto Bedoya – Finance
Jenna Cathleen Benincasa – Finance
Priyankumar Bhakta – Finance
Brandon James Bledsoe – Risk Management/Insurance
Lauren Marie Carey – Marketing
Nathan Nguyen Chau – Risk Management/Insurance
Daniel E. Cook – Risk Management/Insurance
Scott T. Cristiano – Risk Management/Insurance
Brandon Justino Davis – Finance
Joseph Tyler Davis – Finance
Reed Alexander Davis – Finance
William Norman Doan III – Risk Management/Insurance
Christopher Anthony Dumas – Risk Management/Insurance
Richard Colby Fischer – Finance
Jeffrey Lynn Fisher – Risk Management/Insurance
David C. Flowers – Risk Management/Insurance
Daniela Alexandra Furlanetto – Finance
David Lee Heinen – Management Information Systems
Steven A. Heliwell – Finance
Michael Lawrence Hellquist – Finance
Marcus Owen Hensel – Risk Management/Insurance
Joseph Connor Hurt – Finance
Kevin Karl Johnson, Jr. – Finance
Greg T. LaMair – Risk Management/Insurance
Sherry Ann Liddick Taylor – Risk Management/Insurance
Michael Bryce McClanahan – Finance
Ryan Domenech McDonald – Finance
Spencer Merriam – Finance
Spencer Jay Montgomery – Finance
Adakarl Mula – Finance
Barry Edward Niemann – Finance
Emily Rose Olesik – Marketing
Alanna E. Papiernick – Finance
Matthew Christopher Pierson – Finance
Scott Michael Plumer – Risk Management/Insurance
Anthony Baird Rice – Finance
David Craig Robinson – Finance
Anthony A. Rodriguez – Finance
Sydney Rotar – Marketing
Raymond Johnathan Stiff – Finance
Jeffrey A. Wilson – Risk Management/Insurance
Gregory Mark Zagurski, Jr. – Finance
Kevin B. Zandimoghaddam – Finance
Kyle R. Zandimoghaddam – Finance

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Jill Marie Bisco – Risk Management and Insurance
B.S., University of Wisconsin - Platteville
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen McCullough
*The Realignment of Underwriting and Capital Acquisition/Retention through the Management of Life Insurance Claims*

Jeffrey A. Clements – Management Information Systems
B.S., University of Utah
M.S.I.S., University of Utah
Major Professor: Dr. Ashley Bush
*Compulsive Technology Use*

Jeremy David Douthit – Accounting
B.A., Troy University
M.Acc., The Ohio State University
Major Professor: Dr. Allen Blay
*The Effects of Reciprocity and Worker Skill on the Effort-Wage Relation under Incomplete Contracts*

Rachel E. Fieder – Organizational Behavior and Human Resources
B.A., University of Florida
M.B.A., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Pamela L. Perrewé and Dr. Gerald R. Ferris
*Leader Political Skill, Work Relationship Quality, and Multi-target Benefitting Outcomes: A Moderated Multi-Mediation Model*

Bachman P. Fulmer III – Accounting
B.B.A., University of Georgia
M.B.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Gregory Gerard
*Information Acquisition and Effort in an Investment Decision Under the Influence of Gains and Losses*

Sarah Michelle Fulmer – Finance
B.S.B.A., University of Florida
M.B.A., Florida State University
J.D., Florida State University
L.L.M., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. James Ang
*“Two Essays on Executive Compensation”*

Thomas Allen Gilliam – Accounting
B.S., San Diego State University
M.B.A., Notre Dame de Namur University
Major Professors: Dr. Frank Heffin and Dr. Jeff Paterson
*“Revenue Management: The Use of Order Backlog to Meet Revenue Reporting Targets”*

Yvette Maureen Holmes Nelson – Marketing
B.S., Florida A&M University
M.B.A., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald Goldsmith
*“Deal or No Deal: An Examination of Customer Concessions in Automobile Negotiations”*

Kyre Dane Lahtinen – Finance
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Bong Soo Lee
*“Two Essays on Information Asymmetry”*

James R. Moon, Jr. – Accounting
B.S., Louisiana State University
M.B.A., Louisiana State University
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Heffin
*“The Information Role of Earnings Quality in Management Forecast Activity”*

COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Riane E. Adams – Criminology
Sean Christopher Adams – Criminology
Michael Taylor Agosta – Criminology
Jaclyn Annmarie Aguilar – Criminology
Jonathan Wade Albright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Paul M. Aloise, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sport Management
Brittany Lauren Star Anthony – Criminology
Sona Antonyan – Criminology and Psychology
Darleny A. Aquino – Criminology
Bonnie Laraine Armstrong – Criminology
Tara Kristina Armstrong – Criminology
Megan D. Aschenbrenner – Criminology and Psychology
Morgan Taylor Ashford – Criminology
Natalie Marie Badillo – Criminology
Kathleen Taylor Barr – Criminology
Onya Bathsheba Bates – Criminology
Thomas W. Bauer – Computer Criminology
Edgar F. Becerra – Criminology
Lauren Brooke Berard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Criminology
Katherine Mary Blot – Criminology and Psychology
Michelle G. Boissiere – Criminology
Victoria Bowen – Criminology and Psychology
Brittany M. Brightwell – Criminology
Ryan E. Brock – Criminology
Joseph Loren Brightman (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Anthropology
Melissa Brown – Criminology and Psychology
Shayne Ivory Broxie – Criminology
Alexandra M. Burgess – Criminology
Natalie Kay Burke – Criminology
Justin Malcom Burns – Criminology and International Affairs
Alvin Thomas Bush III – Criminology
Shea Alexandra Campbell – Criminology and Psychology
Joseph A. Candido – Criminology
Christina Denise Cannon – Criminology
Michael G. Carney – Criminology and Psychology
Justin Lee Channey I – Criminology
Roshini Mohan Cheeern – Criminology
Michael Cory Chisholm – Criminology
Ryan Coffman – Criminology
Matthew James Collins – Criminology
Thomas James Conti – Criminology
Brandon Reece Cooper – Criminology
Michael Christopher Copeland – Criminology
Mark Steven Tornetti Jr. – Criminology
Morgan Lynn Croft – Computer Criminology
Michael B. Curley – Criminology
Felicia M. D’Amico – Criminology
Andrew Kenneth Davidson – Criminology
Zachary King Deaterly – Criminology
Shanelle Thelma Del Pino (WITH HONORS) – Criminology and International Affairs
Justin R. Deluca – Criminology
William Clark Deming – Criminology
Paul Vincent Dent III – Criminology and Psychology
Victoria Lauren DeSimone (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Jonathan Scott Didia, Jr. – Criminology
Bronté Alexis DiGiacomo (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs
James McArthur Dills – Criminology
Kathryn Elizabeth Dominick (CUM LAUDE) – Criminal Justice and Literature
Rolf Dustin Dominikow – Criminology
Samantha H. Douglas – Criminology
Dylan William Ashcroft Drummond – Criminology
Dominique Annette Ducille – Criminology and Sport Management
Jennifer Erin Dunbar – Criminology
Hillary Eckstein – Criminology
John Daniel Edwards – Criminology
William Tip English – Criminology
Melissa Kelly Ensen – Criminology
Shakria Shontae Faison – Criminology
Eric Thomas Farrugia – Criminology
Ashley A. Fasshauer – Criminology
Blaine Michael Fillicchio – Criminology
Melissa Ann Fischer – Criminology
Cinthia Johanna Flores (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Brianna N. Flowers – Criminology
Caitlin Victoria Fox (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Charles Joseph Francis – Criminology
Michael Scott Fravert – Criminology
Shawn Lauren Freeman – Criminology
Erika Margark (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Laura Ximena Galvez-Lopez (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs
Alejandra Garcia – Criminology
David Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Richard James Gauthier – Criminology and Political Science
Kimberly Dionne Gay-Randolph – Criminology
Alexander Edward Getz – Criminology
Michael M. Gilliland – Criminology
Lauren Michelle Godfrey – Criminology and Psychology
Morgan Taylor Goldberg – Criminology
Kyle Benjamin Goldsmith – Criminology
Michele A. Goodman – Criminology
Ellie D. Goralnick – Criminology and Political Science
Carlos F. Gordil Izrrary – Criminology
Jacob R. Gray – Criminology and International Affairs
Samara Paige Grayson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Julie Beth Greenberg – Criminology
Shaloam Krysten Grizzle – Criminology
Sarah M. Guaracci – Criminology and Psychology
Kurt E. Gurbuz – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Daniel Oliver Hacker (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Tara D. Hale – Criminology and Sociology
Jessica Anne Hand (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kalen Nicholas Harding – Criminology
Joseph R. Harmon – Criminology
Michael Andrew Harmon – Criminology
Elise Kyla Hawerman (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jasmene Renee Hawkins – Criminology
Meagan E. Heilman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Michael Hetherington – Criminology
Sarah Rose Higgins (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Shemekia Leshay Highman – Criminology
Christopher Hillberry (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Chadwick Dean Hird – Computer Criminology
Kevin E. Holmwood – Criminology
Robert Ernest Holroyd III – Criminology
Stefany Lynn Householder – Criminology
Thomas Christopher Howe II (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Courtney P. Howell – Criminology
Kari Lyn Huang – Criminology
Stephanie Marie Hubbard – Criminology
David Lee Iglesias – Criminology
Cody G. Ingalis – Criminology and Political Science
Elizabeth A. Iskow – Criminology
Travis Steven Ives (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jeffrey Allen Jerald – Criminology
James Johnson – Criminology
Kaila Laqua Johnson – Criminology
Daniel Jones – Criminology and Psychology
Chelsea Nicole Jordan – Criminology
Flore E. Joseph – Criminology
Nancy Jubran – Criminology
John Thomas Jutla II – Criminology and Psychology
Natalya Veronika Kaczmarczyk – Criminology
Robert K. Karst – Criminology
Alyssa Dean Kass – Criminology
Crystal Lynn Kelley – Criminology
Thomas Eugene Kent – Criminology
Jillian Leigh Kern – Criminology and Psychology
Mitchell Stephen Kernan – Criminology
Rachael Kaye Kirk (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Alexandra W. Knerr (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Beth Rachel Koiles – Criminology
Katherine Marie Kostidaki – Criminology
George Nick Koulilanos – Criminology
Julie Marie Kragh – Criminology
Brandon E. Kron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Lindsey Taylor Krtausche – Criminology
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Kunz – Criminology and Psychology
Blake James Kurleman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Finance
Joseph Morgan La Belle – Criminology
Gabriel Eduardo Lamas – Criminology and Psychology
Stephanie Rae Lamboy (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Alexus La’Saige Lane (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Melissa D. Langley (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
John Patrick Laratta – Criminology
Brittany Renee Lewis – Criminology and Political Science
Nathan Lewis – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Lauren R. Loaiza – Criminology
Anthony P. Logalbo – Criminology
Julia Marie Lopez (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Sheyla Susana Lopez – Criminology and Psychology
Casey Connor Lorber – Criminology
Amber Merynn Loyd – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Charles Z. Lu – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Matthew Dean Luchenburg – Criminology
Matthew H. Luttinger – Criminology
Kathryn Ann Maher (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Katie Faith Manterola – Criminology
Aimee Noelle Marson – Criminology
Daniel K. Martin – Computer Criminology
Julia Lynn Martin – Criminology
Alejandra Martinez – Criminology
Kaitlyn Nathalie Martinez – Criminology
Dakota C. Massey – Criminology
Emma Christine McDonald – Criminology
Peter John McDonald (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Caitlin Siobhan McGuinness (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Lakendra K. McMillian – Criminology
Colin Alexander McNutt – Criminology
Marcela Eleanor Meckler – Criminology
Michael Ryan Mellette – Criminology
Brian Patrick Mello – Criminology
Meshaudray Tekeyia Yvonne Melton – Criminology
Amanda Lee Merced – Criminology
Alexander C. Merle – Criminology
Alyson Renea Messner – Criminology
Rolande Metra – Criminology and Political Science
Petra Noelle Miller (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Michael Elias Mitrani (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Derek R. Molyneaux (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Michele Hana Mor – Criminology
Quantina Morris – Criminology
Natalie M. Mousseau (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Michelle Elise Mulhern – Criminology
Catherine Mary Munns – Criminology
Stephanie Gabrielle Murillo – Criminology
Dalton Robert Ellis Murphy – Criminology
Heather Myers – Criminology
Mariyah Shea Nall – Criminology
Alexander Pride Nichols – Criminology
Chelsea R. Nolder – Criminology and Psychology
Samantha D. Nolte – Criminology
Monica Ivonne Obenauer – Criminology and Psychology
Silvia Deyanira Obregón – Criminology
Melissa T. Ochoa – Criminology
Jennifer N. Oliver – Criminology
**Anthony Kwabena Osei** – Criminology and Political Science  
**Charles Camryn Pape** – Criminology  
**Dalton James Parkes** – Criminology  
**Lucas Lorenzo Pena** – Computer Criminology  
**Johanna Perez** – Criminology  
**Demarcus T. Poole** – Criminology and Political Science  
**Michael Ryan Potet** – Criminology  
**John Kyle Proffitt** – Criminology  
**Michael Scott Puckett, Jr.** – Criminology  
**Parek Rahman** – Criminology  
**Alan Wayne Rateliff II** – Computer Criminology  
**Gilberto M. Resendez** – Criminology  
**Diana Restrepo E.** – Criminology  
**Alexander Rethwisch** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Jessica Roberts** – Criminology and Psychology  
**Navard Anthony Robinson** – Criminology  
**Christopher R. Rohr** – Criminology  
**Brandon James Root** – Criminology  
**Marcus J. Rosenthal** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Hannah Grace Ross** – Criminology  
**Demetrice Richardson Roulhac** – Criminology  
**Georgia Diane Sanchez** – Criminology and International Affairs  
**Kaycie Sanders** – Criminology  
**Kathleen Santos** – Criminology  
**Brad Aaron Sbardella** – Criminology  
**Paul Andrew Schulz** – Criminology  
**James Michael Scicchitano** – Criminology and Psychology  
**Robert Devon Scott** – Criminology  
**Oyuki Milly Segura** – Criminology and Sport Management  
**Hunter Merrill Shekells** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Mary Silvers** – Criminology  
**Hayley A. Small** – Criminology  
**Casey Edward Smit** – Criminology  
**Benjamin D. Smith** – Criminology and Psychology  
**Elizabeth Grace Smith** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Ryan Tanner Smith** – Criminology  
**Jamison Tyrone Spencer** – Criminology  
**Carolyn J. Spikes** – Computer Criminology  
**Johnathan Robert Spooner** – Criminology  
**Daniel James Stachnik** – Criminology  
**Matthew Quentin Stevenson** – Criminology  
**Benjamin Stivers** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Tyler Thomas Strange** – Criminology and Russian  
**Victoria Nicolle Streacker** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Jessica S. Summerall** – Criminology  
**Nigel J. Terrell** – Criminology  
**Travis Michael Tharp** – Criminology  
**Felicia Andrea Thomas** – Criminology  
**Ashlee N. Thompson** – Criminology  
**Breiana L. Thompson** – Criminology and Sociology  
**Donald Lee Thompson** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Jeffrey John Thompson** – Criminology  
**Laquimenesha Thompson** – Criminology  
**Christopher Michael Thornal** – Criminology and Psychology  
**Michael John Thorne** – Criminology  
**Brett A. Tincher** – Criminology  
**Kayleen Tinoco** – Criminology  
**Melanie A. Titus** – Criminology  
**Thomas Conrad Trapane, Jr.** – Criminology  
**Benjamin Russell Turner** – Criminology  
**Jeffrey N. Tyktol** – Criminology and International Affairs  
**Trevor Ryan Vanlede-Zinn** – Criminology  
**Kristin Alexandra Varav” (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Robyn Aimee Venables** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Kyle Richard Wallace** – Criminology  
**Anthony C. Weckerling** – Criminology  
**Devonte Cortez White** – Criminology  
**Dylan Ryan Wiener** – Criminology  
**Alyse Marie Wiegold** – Criminology  
**Bria Audreyanna Williams** – Criminology  
**Daveta Lashay Williams** – Criminology and Psychology  
**Barbara Louise Willis** (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Lauren Marie Winfield** – Criminology  
**Robert Christopher Winfree** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Joseph Theodore Wise** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology  
**Stephanie M. Wise** – Criminology  
**Daminica A. Woods** – Criminology and Applied Economics  
**Frederick Joshua Woods** – Criminology  
**Katherine Morgan York** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Heather Young** (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology  
**Master of Arts**  
**With Major In**  
**Laima Jara** – Criminology  
**Master of Science**  
**With Major In**  
**Jaime Elizabeth Ayers** – Criminology  
**Isabella Ana Batalia” – Criminology  
**Amelia Flack” – Criminology  
**Elizabeth Mae Fuller” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Leon Sergio Garduno” – Criminology  
**Shana Lisa Gavalondo” – Criminology  
**Kevin Shepherd Jacobs” – Criminology  
**Andrea Montes Lindsey” – Criminology  
**Christopher C. Lloyd” – Criminology  
**Cayla McDonald” – Criminology  
**Melissa Renee Nadel” – Criminology  
**Robert Pass III” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Gabriela Orlando Piloseno” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Shannon Ashley Powers” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Rebecca Reibman” – Criminology  
**Francis D. Russo” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Amanda Lynn Stagall” – Criminal Justice Studies  
**Mauricio D. Verduzco” – Criminology  

---

**College of Social Work**

Bachelor of Social Work  
**With Major In**

**Elysia Renee Andrew** (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Emily Masako Tamanaha Ayers** – Social Work and Political Science  
**Margaux Rae Babalian** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**David H. Barnett** – Social Work  
**Kelli Lynn Biondich** – Social Work  
**Luke Gilbert Bolton** – Social Work  
**Madelyn Claire Burley** – Social Work  
**Caroline Anne Calhoun** (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Carla Benetti Carvalho** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Kaitlyn Denee Cheeving** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Caroline Annette Ciszkowski** – Social Work  
**Victoria Maria Coella** – Social Work  
**Ashley Renee Coyle** – Social Work  
**Erin Stewart Crimmins** – Social Work  
**Mariena Joy Croll** (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**David Allen Cromer** (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Ciara Alicia Davis** – Social Work  
**Paula Renee Day** – Social Work  
**Shannon Marie Duncan** – Social Work  
**Emily Caroline Ernd** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology  
**Victoria Patricia Espinosa** – Social Work  
**Altrelsia Lashun Evans** – Social Work  
**Patricia Lynn Finney** (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Adrianna Lynn Flores** (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Carly Diane Galtbreath** (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Jamal Grimes** – Social Work  
**Hannah Kelsay Halprin** – Social Work  
**Christina C. Hibbert** – Social Work  
**Taylor Laraine Higdon** (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work  
**Brandy Dawnchell Hills** – Social Work  
**Morgan Coley Hobson** – Social Work  
**Alison R. Hohman** – Social Work  
**Lameta Regina Holtz” – Social Work  

---

**THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY**
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Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Christopher Joseph Hayton – Social Work
B.S., University of Wales
M.S.W., Florida State University
Major Professor Dr. Dina Wilke

"Attitudes Towards Impeding Social Work Educational Reforms and the Intention to Make Changes Among British Social Work Educators"

Judy Ellen Hefren – Social Work
B.S., Florida State University
M.S.W., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Neil Abeil

"An Examination of the Significance Parents Place on Belongings as a Predictor of Complicated Grief Following the Death of a Child"

Kristin Vance Richards – Social Work
B.S.W., Belmont University
M.S.W., University of Pennsylvania
Major Professor Dr. Tom Smith

"The Influential Role of Marriage and Family Composition on Financial Life Values"

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Bachelor of Arts

With Major In

Alicia Banou Alkhan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and International Affairs

Alexina Nicole Aron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Greek & Latin

Emily Ann Bartlett – Music - Liberal Arts and Psychology

Steven A. Berkowitz (CUM LAUDE) – Jazz

Cyril John Budde (CUM LAUDE) – Jazz

Benjamin Richard Burnley – Music - Liberal Arts

William Davis – Music - Liberal Arts

Melody Marie Delaney – Music - Liberal Arts

Rachel Alexis Espendez (WITH HONORS) – Commercial Music

Kaitlyn Marie Francisco – Music - Liberal Arts

Catherine Lee Gispert – Music - Liberal Arts and Creative Writing

Zachary A. Goldstein – Music - Liberal Arts

Andrew D. Holcomb – Music - Liberal Arts

Daniel Keith Hollister (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts

Gerald Law II – Jazz

Danielle Levine (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Literature

Benjamin J. Luria – Jazz

Michael Richard Malone – Music - Liberal Arts

HILLARY E. HOWE – Social Work

Debra Jeannene Hutto – Social Work

Lindsey S. Jacobs – Social Work

Jennifer Jules – Social Work

Janice Renee Koelle – Social Work

Amanda Jessica Lackey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Sarah Kay LaRose (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology

Lindsay Raelach Levine (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Cheyanne Elizabeth Marshall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Kelsey Marie McAlpine – Social Work

Katlle H. McGuire – Social Work

Yasmina Mejdbau – Social Work

Madeline Micheau – Social Work

Stacy Mowry – Social Work

Lisa S. Neish – Social Work

Taylor L. Papke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology

Nakesha Jessica Paul – Social Work

Jenna Maureen Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Chayly Ann Picon (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Lexus T. Poitier – Social Work

Chelsea M. Reardon (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Dianne Louise Rich – Social Work

Katherine Elizabeth Rieder – Social Work

Victoria Marie Shelton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Social Work

Kimberly Ann Sindy – Social Work

Michael Joseph Solomon – Social Work

Marynancy Mae Tibbits – Social Work

Eilaana Vazquez – Social Work

Woodrow Wayne Virgin – Social Work

Emily Quinn Walsh – Social Work

Stephanie Renee Yongue – Social Work

Nicole Erin Zbar – Social Work

Master of Social Work

With Major In

Crystal Susannah Adams – Social Work

Laura Jean Alanson – Social Work

Delaney Ellen Anderson – Social Work

Jaime Elizabeth Ayers – Social Work

Albert Jesse Bacon, Sr. – Social Work

Erlin D. Ballou – Social Work

Heather Rose Bart – Social Work

Andrea Suzanne Beaulieu – Social Work

Billie Ashley Beech-Mavrantzas – Social Work

Autumn Blair Belahmer – Social Work

Kimberly Louise Bentley – Social Work

Ann Marie Biilliot – Social Work

Quishaundra R. Bouie – Social Work

Tamara Kay Brown – Social Work

Kristan Leann Burns – Social Work

Cynthia Ann Cabrera – Social Work

Jessica Lynn Carlson – Social Work

Anjelica Leah Carpenter – Social Work

John David Checkett – Social Work

Jessica Christine Collins – Social Work

Edgar Enrique Cordoba, Jr. – Social Work

Ebony Renee Davis – Social Work

Cassandra Izabel Dedrick – Social Work

Chelsea Rose Evans – Social Work

Corrine Lynn Fabozzi – Social Work

Deanna Lynn Fabis – Social Work

Pamela Renee Farmer – Social Work

Wendy Scott Fields – Social Work

Toni Veronica Gadsden – Social Work

Olivia Rose Garrison – Social Work

Christina Anne Gastauer – Social Work

Grace Marilyn Gowdy – Social Work

Jordan Amanii Griggs – Social Work

Melanie Justine Hare – Social Work

Heather Marie Harrell – Social Work

Julie A. Hatfield – Social Work

Lauren Cecilia Hendricks – Social Work

Monica L. Henry – Social Work

Elizabeth Anne Herrick – Social Work

Samara Hicks – Social Work

Jennifer Lynn Hills – Social Work

Sarah Elizabeth Hindle – Social Work

Charles William Hittinger – Social Work

Kristin M. Holszy – Social Work

Kaitlyn Susannah Jacobs – Social Work

Kaylee Ann Jacobs – Social Work

Deanna Marie Jeffries – Social Work

Elizabeth Kaye Johnson – Social Work

Tamika Nicole Johnstone – Social Work

Cherie Guerrero Kleeuer – Social Work

Ashley M. Koroshec – Social Work

Emily Monique Maddox – Social Work

Margaret Louise Maddox – Social Work

Lauren Kathleen McCamley – Social Work

Korri McLaughlin – Social Work

Danielle R. McNeil – Social Work

Kristin Renee Medina – Social Work

Mario J. Men – Social Work

Jacy Geneviuelve Mesch – Social Work

Jeanne Anne Moman – Social Work

Ashley Ellen Monteathe – Social Work

Raelyn Marie Mosher – Social Work

Donna K. Myers – Social Work

Caitlin Ryan Nolan – Social Work

Kelly Catherine O'Sullivan – Social Work

Erich Michele Oberner – Social Work

Melanie Ann Pelc – Social Work

Christina I. Roberto – Social Work

Jenna Wrennee Robinson – Social Work

Bianca Judy Roman – Social Work

Lynn Louise Rowland – Social Work

Alison Mary Ryan – Social Work

Carly Rae Schneller – Social Work

Chanetta Shawnte Sims – Social Work

Andreea Socoleschi – Social Work

Carlos Fernando Soria Escalona – Social Work

Samantha Louise Spiers – Social Work

Lucas Juillard Strickland – Social Work

Rakiyah Marie Sutherland – Social Work

Sarah C. Thullbery – Social Work

Paige Janay Torres – Social Work

Joy Chanie Triplett – Social Work

Melisa Phyliss Turner – Social Work

Michael Shawn Turner – Social Work

Katie Allison VanHusan – Social Work

Angela Grace Wallace Chatfield – Social Work

Ruham Wei – Social Work

Saskia Ingrid Weiss – Social Work

Alexandra LaShay Mary Westbrook – Social Work

Karen Usher White – Social Work

Sable T. White – Social Work

Asli Connet Yalim – Social Work

Yi Zhou – Social Work

Abigail M. Zohn – Social Work
Caleb Tanner Mason (Magna Cum Laude) – Jazz
Rachel Gayle Mentkow (Cum Laude) – Music - Liberal Arts
Stephen Joseph Metz, Jr. (Magna Cum Laude) Commercial Music
Hayley Savannah Parcell (Cum Laude) – Music - Liberal Arts and Theatre
Brendan Tyler Polk – Music - Liberal Arts
Cameron Russell Range – Jazz
Kyle Broadrick Scott – Music - Liberal Arts and Psychology
Warren Emerson Scott, Jr. – Music - Liberal Arts and Marketing
Victoria Anne Shamas (Cum Laude) – Music - Liberal Arts and Religion
Robin Michael Sherman – Jazz
Stephanie Lauren Short – Music - Liberal Arts
Sean Eric Tillis – Music - Liberal Arts
Andrea Urban – Music - Liberal Arts
Maria Rosalyn Vaccaro (Magna Cum Laude) – Music - Liberal Arts and Communication Science & Disorders
Levi Joseph White – Commercial Music
Kyle J. Will – Music - Liberal Arts
Alícia Sashana Williams – Music - Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Music
With Major In

Chelsea Elizabeth Bolter – Voice Performance
Logan Alan Castro – String Performance and Music Composition
Emily Laurel Charlson (Cum Laude) – Piano Performance
Haweon Cho – Piano Performance
Elyse Noelle Dalabakis – String Performance
Omar DeJesus, Jr. (Cum Laude) – Brass Performance
Cory P. Escobar – Music Theatre - Music
Elizabeth Sheree Falstrau – Voice Performance
Christopher Scott Floyd (Magna Cum Laude) – Percussion Performance
Kevin James Ginty (Cum Laude) – Guitar Performance
Lucia Gonzalez-Llanos – Woodwind Performance
Julia L. Grisett – String Performance
John Clifford Heilig (Magna Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Music Theory
Corey Paul Hoeben – Brass Performance
Richard Clifton Lebron – Music Theatre - Music
Kaitlyn Alexandra McMonigle – Voice Performance
Taylor D. Mitz (Cum Laude) – String Performance
Olivia L. Moontz (Cum Laude) – Woodwind Performance
Hannah N. Neman – Percussion Performance
Ji Eun Park (Magna Cum Laude) – Piano Performance
Jinny Park (Summa Cum Laude) – String Performance
Joseph Benjamin Parsons (Cum Laude) – Ed. Music Theory – Education
Joshua Michael Price – Woodwind Performance
Angela Yuki Proulx (Summa Cum Laude) – Music Theory
Bianna N. Rhodes (Cum Laude) – String Performance

Bailey Kathleen Salinero (Cum Laude) – String Performance
Kyle Small – Music Composition
Anthony James Stillalower (With Honors) – Music Composition
John McClelland Thomas III (Cum Laude) – Music – Percussion Performance
Dion Jerad Todman – Piano Performance
Leryn Rene Turlington (Magna Cum Laude) – Music Theatre - Music
Tamara Michelle Vaughn (Magna Cum Laude) – Brass Performance
Allison Elizabeth Watkins (Magna Cum Laude) – Woodwind Performance
Cynthia Marie Willis (Cum Laude) – Percussion Performance

Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In

Jillian Lynn Bertoia (Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Andrew Stephen Bohn (Magna Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Jennifer Danielle Brujin – Instrumental Music Education
Christi Lee Burkett (Summa Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Nicole Lee Campbell (Magna Cum Laude) – Choral Music Education
Katherine Mary Celestino – Instrumental Music Education
Lauren Rose Corarito (Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Natasha A. Derkiss (Magna Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Ravie Codi Douglas – Instrumental Music Education
Eric Pablo Elias-Rodriguez (Summa Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Keenan David Ellis (Magna Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Emily Anne Follman – Instrumental Music Education
Benjamin M. Gerrard (Magna Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Instrumental Music Education
Nicole Gregulak (Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Natalie Paige Harris (Magna Cum Laude) – Performance
Patrick M. Jekanowski (Magna Cum Laude) – Choral Music Education
Sarah Christine Meyer (Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Kristina L. Morse – Instrumental Music Education
Allison Lee Shelton – Music Education
Amy Ellen Snow (Cum Laude) – Choral Music Education
Erin Ayana Thomas (Cum Laude) – Music Education
Logan Alexandra Thomas – Instrumental Music Education
Rachael Anne Vega (Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Kathleen A. White (Cum Laude) – Choral Music Education
Jabril D. Williams – Instrumental Music Education
Lawton Ross Willingham (Magna Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education

Master of Arts
With Major In

Eric Joel Barreto-Maymi – Arts Administration - Music
Lindsay Ann Fyffe – Arts Administration - Music
Nowell B. Gatica – Music - Liberal Arts
Leslie Anaida Gonzalez – Arts Administration - Music
Mary R. Kelsay – Arts Administration - Music
Kristen Kehler – Arts Administration - Music
Katherine Elizabeth Laursen – Arts Administration - Music
Mary Francis Luisi – Music - Liberal Arts
Alexandra D. Massey – Arts Administration - Music
Jaime Noel Santana – Music - Liberal Arts
Darin Smith, Jr. – Arts Administration - Music
Emily Ann Weir – Arts Administration - Music

Bachelor of Music

Christopher Michael Beach – Music Therapy
Cole Devan Belt – Woodwind Performance
Austin Bradley Bennett – String Performance
Joshua Joseph Borths – Opera Production
Brandon Antoine Boyd – Choral Conducting
Kayla Rose Breland – Music Therapy
Alexandria Heaton Carrico – Musicology
Michael James Casey – Brass Performance
Chew Ann Chang – Piano Performance
Chelsea A. Chason – Music Therapy
Haeri Choe – Piano Performance
Mitchell Lloyd Crawford – Choral Conducting
Kaitlyn Anne Crocker – Music Therapy
Kaleb Dare Deik – Music Theory
Elizabeth A. Donovan – String Performance
Waldron Edward Dunkley II – Jazz Studies
Peter John Dutilly – String Performance
Joshua Hunter Ellin – Voice Performance
Katie Beth Farrell – String Performance
Erin Elizabeth Fleming – Woodwind Performance
Jia Rong Gan – String Performance
Jolene Alicia Harju – Woodwind Performance
Krista Lynn Heslop – Accompanying
Michelle Denise Jones – Musicology
Eric Doyle Jordan – Music Theory
David Julian – Brass Performance
Jessica Lee Kasinski – Voice Performance
Young-Woong Kim – Choral Conducting
Jaron Michael Klop – Brass Performance
Justin Michael Landers – Accompanying
Pei-Ting Lu – Woodwind Performance
Kelsey Addison Lucas – Music Therapy
Cody Allen Martin – Accompanying
Bryan Joseph McNamara – Woodwind Performance
Katelyn Marie Medic – Woodwind Performance
Katelyn Marie Medic – Musicology
Laura Michele Meehan – Music Therapy
Lauren A. Morrow – Music Therapy
Tsing Wah Joshua Ng – Music Composition
Justin Vaden Page – String Performance
Trevor Hollis Pike – Choral Conducting
Erica Susanne Privett – Music Therapy
Sarah E. Pruitt – Music Therapy
Nicole Marie Riccardo – Woodwind Performance
Kyunneee Charae Sias Richardson – Voice Performance
Jeremy Michael Robins – Music Theory
Jenna Marie Rodriguez – Music Therapy
Brad A. Rohrer – Musicology
Ingrid Eileen Scott Rodriguez – Woodwind Performance
Sarah Lawrence Smith – Music Therapy
Jared M. Starr – String Performance
Kate Lindsey Sutton – Musicology
Yu-Chu Ting – Music Therapy
Kimberly Ann Tomaselli – Music Therapy
Kelsey Nicole Weber – Woodwind Performance
Jamie Wind Whitmarsh – Music Composition
Mathew Joseph Woulard – Musicology

Master of Music Education
With Major In

Roger P. Phelps III – Music Education
Matthew Seeman – Music Education

Doctor of Music
With Major In

Justin Lane Alexander – Percussion
B.M., University of Central Arkansas
M.M., University of Central Arkansas
Major Professor: Dr. John Parks

Lara Billings – Voice
B.M., University of Utah
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Wanda Brister

Shaye B. Bowman – Woodwinds
B.M., University of Iowa
M.M., University of Akron
Major Professor: Professor Jeffrey Keesecker

Joshua Burel – Composition
B.M., Western Michigan University
M.M., Western Michigan University
Major Professor: Professor Ladislav Kubik

Sam Lauren Desmet – Strings
B.M., Royal Conservatory Ghent
M.M., Royal Conservatory Ghent
Major Professor: Professor Bruce Holzman

Anna Mae Lorraine Fader – Brass
B.M., University of British Columbia
M.M., University of Washington
Major Professor: Professor Michelle Stebleton

Renate Marie Falkner – Strings
B.A., Oberlin College and Conservatory
B.M., Oberlin College and Conservatory
M.M., Yale School of Music
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Ryan

Mitchell Thomas Giambalvo – Piano
B.M., Florida State University
M.M., Eastern Michigan University
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Aysegul Giray – Strings
B.M., Mimar Sinan University
M.M., Pittsburg State University
Major Professor: Professor Eliot Chapo

Lisa Kachouee – Woodwinds
B.M., George Mason University
M.M., University of Arizona
Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Bish

Brian Lindberg Jennings – Brass
B.M., Wheaton College
M.M., University of Tennessee
Major Professor: Dr. John Drew

Emily Grace Jensenius – Strings
B.M., Cleveland Institute of Music
M.M., Rice University
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Ryan

Hee Young Jeong – Composition
B.M., Seoul National University
M.M., Seoul National University
Major Professor: Professor Ladislav Kubik

Heeyeon Julia Kim – Strings
B.M., University of Music and Performing Arts - Vienna
M.M., Peabody Conservatory
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Ryan

Hyemin Kim – Piano
B.M., Kyung Hee University
M.M., Manhattan School of Music
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Alan Scott Klaus – Brass
B.M., University of Calgary
M.M., University of Western Ontario
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Moore

Christopher A. Kuhns – Woodwinds
B.M., Wayne State University
M.M., Kent State University
Major Professor: Professor Eva Amsler

Vilma Lloja – Strings
B.A., Academy of Fine Arts Tirana
M.M., University of Florida
Major Professor: Professor Corinne Stillwell

Sotirios Melissis – Composition
B.Ed., Pedagogical Academy of Iraklion - Greece
B.M., Athenaeum Conservatory - Greece
M.A., City College of New York
Major Professor: Professor Ladislav Kubik

Joshua William Mills – Composition
B.M., Houghton College
M.M., Peabody Conservatory.
Johns Hopkins University
Major Professor: Professor Ladislav Kubik

Jennifer C. Morgan – Strings
B.M., Wayland Baptist University
M.M., Texas Tech University
Major Professor: Professor Corinne Stillwell

Lawrence John Joseph Quinnett – Piano
B.M., Methodist University
M.M., Converse College
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Daniel J. Rowland – Brass
B.M., Millikin University
M.A., University of Northern Iowa
Major Professor: Professor Paul Ebers

Joy Sherrill Thurmon – Piano
B.A., David Lipscomb University
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Frances Renée Fonza – Music Education
B.S., University of Missouri - Columbia
M.M.E., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Judy Bowers

“Tone Building Strategies Used for Beginning High School Choirs”

Kayleen Marie Justus – Musicology
B.A., Miami University - Oxford
B.M., Miami University - Oxford
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Gunderson

“Music, Dementia, and the Reality of Being Yourself”

Etsushi Edward Kawakami – Music Education
B.M., California State University - Northridge
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Alexander E. Jiménez and Dr. Clifford K. Madsen

“Survey of Current Attitudes Regarding a Three Part Orchestral Conducting Pedagogy Model and an Adaptation of Behavioral Principles for the Orchestral Conductor”

Amy Kotsonis – Music Education
B.S., New York University
M.A., University of New Hampshire
Major Professor: Dr. André Thomas

“Appalachian Folksongs in the Choral Setting: Regional History, Traditional Performance, and Guidelines for Arranging”

John Christian MacInnis – Musicology
B.M., Florida State University
M.M.E., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. John Geringer


Keith Preston Matthews – Music Education
B.M.E., Furman University
M.M., Arizona State University
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Kelly

“The Pedagogical and Social Impact of Teacher Performance and Instrument Modeling in the Band Classroom”

Timothy Paul Storhoff – Musicology
B.M., University of Iowa
B.A., University of Iowa
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Gunderson

“Beyond the Blockade: An Ethnomusicological Study of the Policies and Aspirations for U.S.-Cuban Musical Interaction”
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Blanca Anais Estupinan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Molly Marie Everett – Exercise Science
Shelby L. Ferber (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Alexander Richard Ferguson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training and Exercise Science
Bruce F. Ferraro, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Dominic Vincent Fetchero – Exercise Science
Elise M. Fontaine – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Lauren A. Forbes – Exercise Science
Madison Tabar Frank – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jared Evan Freedman (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Meredith Grace Fridley - Young – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Emily F. Fronauer – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Kyle Galati (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Caitlin M. Garber – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Alicia B. Garcia – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Gabriella Garcia – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Catrina Marie Giordano (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Rebecca A. Goen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Brittney Nicole Goldberg – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jessica L. Gomez – Family & Child Sciences
Liliana Maria Gomez – Family & Child Sciences
Samantha N. Gonzalez – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kristen Anne Gooch – Food & Nutrition Science
Kelsey Dale Goodman – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Tashea Nadia Gordon – Food & Nutrition Science
Morgan Gowdey – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Karie Danielle Green – Dietetics
Mallory Sahara Greenberg – Dietetics
Kelly René Greenwood – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Chelsae Lauren Gregoria – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel Elizabeth Griffin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kelsey Grimaldi – Athletic Training
Jacqueline M. Grimes – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Chelsea L. Grimshaw – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Zachary Ian Grunewald (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Zachary Ian Grunewald (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Food & Nutrition Science
Rachel K. Guidry – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Vanessa Guirvin – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Zoey M. Gutierrez (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Lauren Alana Gwinn – Exercise Science
Brittany Logan Hampton – Family & Child Sciences
Zonnelle G. Hanley – Dietetics and Food & Nutrition Science
Rachel Marie Hanson – Exercise Science
Madeline D. Harkow (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Natalya R. Hardin (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Michael J. Harding – Exercise Science
Katelyn C. Harrison (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Clare E. Harvey – Athletic Training
Emily Marie Haston (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Matthew Hathaway (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Christina Marie Hecht (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Food and Nutrition Science
Shelby Malda Heiser – Family and Child Science
Victoria Maria Henares – Family & Child Sciences
Elizabeth Jean Henderson – Dietetics
Aisha Danielle Henry – Exercise Science and Psychology
Kelly Lynn Henschel – Exercise Science
Kelly D. Hensley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Spencer Charlotte Henson – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jared Anthony Herman (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Hannah Katherine Hersey – Family & Child Sciences
Kayla Donnelle Hikert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Sutton Hill – Exercise Science
Courtney A. Hillery – Family & Child Sciences
Angel Sharee Hobbs – Exercise Science
Monica Marie Hoell – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jason Holladay – Exercise Science
Elizabeth J. Holland – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Rachel Marie Holmes – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Bailey Nicole Holmqvist – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
McKenzie Rene’ Holt (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
John D. Horne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Alexandra P. Huerta (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Emily A. Huffman (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Nakisha G. Hughley – Dietetics
Blaire Shastay Huhta (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kara Victoria Hultstrand – Dietetics
Stephanie Marie Hunter – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Elizabeth Chinke Ichite (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Izehi Grace Ileso – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Laura Marie Inaty – Family & Child Sciences
Sebastian Adolfo Irizarry-Gutierrez – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kendra S. Ismail (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Shelby E. Janov – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Catalina Jimenez (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kellie Lynn John – Exercise Science
Brittany Marie Johnson – Family & Child Sciences
Allison Julia Johnston – Family and Child Science
Desiree Courtney Jonas – Exercise Science and Family & Child Sciences
Ashley Nadine Joseph – Family & Child Sciences
Kaitlin Nicole Julia – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Yasmine Wahid Kahok (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Rachael Anne Kamlet – Family and Child Science and Psychology
Garrett Karow (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Mary Kezel – Exercise Science
Chelsea Nicole Kemp – Family & Child Sciences
Fatima T. Khan – Family & Child Sciences
Katlyn Anne King – Family & Child Sciences
Kaley A. Konikow – Family & Child Sciences
Alexandra Kuczakowski (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Caitlin Lisabeth Kriebel – Exercise Science
Claire Gabrielle Kucieczyk-Kernan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Emily Elizabeth Lamb – Family & Child Sciences
Megan Elizabeth Lambert – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Alexandra Marie Lang – Family & Child Sciences
Heather Michelle Langnas – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Zaena Alicia Larry-Dorothy – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Caroline Lashbrook – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kristen Marie Laufenberg – Family & Child Sciences
Kathleen J. Lauri (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Emma Jane Lavelle – Exercise Science
Jhadrian Elise Lawrence – Family & Child Sciences
Margo L. Layard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel Mary Layton – Family and Child Science
Nicholas Lazo – Food & Nutrition Science
Jacqueline Christine Lefferts (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Lindsay A. Lewis – Family & Child Sciences
Paige Anderson Lewis – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Kristina E. Lingao – Exercise Science
Katherine Jacklin Littlefield – Family & Child Sciences
Akemi Genevieve Littwin – Dietetics
Jamie Lopez – Dietetics
Jessica Nevaeh Louis – Dietetics
Ramsuze Louissaint – Family & Child Sciences
Christina N. Louvaris – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
April Michelle Luttrell – Family & Child Sciences and Social Science
Haley F. Maier – Exercise Science
Ebony Exatria Major – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Cayla Lauren Makowski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Food & Nutrition Science
Vanessa L. Maldonado – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Laura Ann Morales – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Margot E. Mandel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Margot E. Mandel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Kristin M. Marshall – Exercise Science
Chelsea E. Martin – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jessica Erin Martin – Athletic Training
Valerie Martinez – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Dennis Tucker Mathis – Athletic Training
Jessica Lauren Mattfeld – Dietetics
Sylvia M. Matthews – Family & Child Sciences
Jacqueline Marie Maxson – Family & Child Sciences
Mallory Kay McCoy – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Kaley J. McCready – Family & Child Sciences
Denise Ann McDonald (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Natalie Marie McFarland – Family & Child Sciences
Mary Alice McGeehan – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Morgan Camille McGhee – Exercise Science
Lindsey R. McKaig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Jennifer Gloria McKee (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Grace E. McMullen – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Erin Danae McPherson – Exercise Science
Loni Brooke McWilliams – Family & Child Sciences
Gerald Paul Magna (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Samer A. Mehio – Exercise Science
Jennie Laurel Merchant (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Ashley Marie Merritt – Exercise Science
Matthew E. Migliavacca – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Hannah Madalyn Miller – Family & Child Sciences
Megan A. Miller – Family & Child Sciences
Shalini B. Mirpuri – Family & Child Sciences
Eric Mitchell – Exercise Science
Camila Maria Miyar Loubriel (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Caroline Frances Molina – Exercise Science
Laura Ann Morales (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Rani Ann Morales – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Melanie Anne Morejon – Family & Child Sciences
Alexandra Rae Morgan – Dietetics and Psychology
Michael Francis Morgan – Exercise Science
Maria Gabriela Moros – Dietetics
Tianna Maria Morton – Exercise Science
Leah Coryn Mumford (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Toni Ann Musella – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kenneth W. Mynatt (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Megan Rose Naglieri – Exercise Science
Alexa R. Nassett – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Nicole Danielle Nelson – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Charles Nicholas III – Exercise Science
Jake Anthony Nicholson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Lacey Nilles (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Mathewlynn V. Norwood – Family & Child Sciences
Jacob V. Nowakowski – Exercise Science
Kathleen Corral O’Brien (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kelly E. O’Connor – Exercise Science
Lindsey R. O’Donnell – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Anna E. O’Mary – Exercise Science
Emily Grace Ogorszaly – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Chelsea A. Oliver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Roselyn Oluwatoyosi Olorunsogo – Exercise Science
Kelechukwu C. Onyedimmma (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Daniel James Osborn – Exercise Science
Emily Rose Pagnotta – Family & Child Sciences
Stefani Christine Pall (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Victoria Marie Panarese – Exercise Science
Kara M. Pankratz – Dietetics
Jee Soo Park – Exercise Science
Emily R. Passaro – Athletic Training
Joti Harji Patel – Exercise Science
Sarah Paul – Family & Child Sciences
Emily Payne – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Johnna Cross Pennington – Family & Child Sciences
Jeanette Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Tatiana Jacqueline Perez – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Alexandra L. Perelman – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel Joelle Perraud – Dietetics
Molly Jane Peterson (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Helen Louise Elizabeth Phelan (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Sarah Anne Phelan – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Lisa D. Phelps – Exercise Science
Syrina L. Popov – Family & Child Sciences
Matthew Scott Potter – Exercise Science
Alyshya Powers – Exercise Science
Julianne Morgan Prete – Exercise Science
Vanessa Prévôt – Family & Child Sciences
Nicholas E. Prieto – Family & Child Sciences
Meredith Delaney Primm – Family & Child Sciences
Paige Leigh Prince – Athletic Training
Peter J. Rafferty (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Dietetics
Melissa Ramirez – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda P. Ramon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Exercise Science
Douglas K. Rausch – Exercise Science
Lea Rector – Family & Child Sciences
Meghan Carrel ine Register – Family & Child Sciences
Allison Denise Reich – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Paula Estefania Reinoso (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Tarah Faith Revels – Exercise Science
Chelsea A. Reynolds – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Patricio S. Richardson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Alison L. Riegner – Exercise Science
Aubree N. Ringler – Family & Child Sciences
Christopher Robert Ristuccia – Exercise Science
Nina Rivera – Family & Child Sciences and Social Work
Sandra Jimena Rivera Chaves – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kristina Lauren Rivero – Exercise Science
Jay Roberts – Exercise Science
Ashley N. Robinson – Exercise Science
Ryan L. Robinson (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Richard William Robrock – Exercise Science
Elsa Cassandra Rodriguez – Exercise Science
Corey Roman (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Jennifer Lauren Rumbough – Exercise Science
Lisa Marjorie Ryan – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Rhi an Lea Schaeffer – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Daniel F. Schmidt – Exercise Science
Loriann Kate Schmidt (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Roger Jacob Schmidt (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Amanda Rae Schneider – Exercise Science
Zackary A. Schroettertinger – Exercise Science
Kirsten Schuitema – Exercise Science
Amanda Gale Schwank – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kathryn Alana Schwartz – Exercise Science
Batiese June Sears – Family & Child Sciences
Taylor R. Sentz – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Jordan G. Serrano-Dennis – Athletic Training
Adam B. Shalek (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kiyah L. Shelton – Family & Child Sciences and Criminal Justice
Lindsey Brooke Shelton (CUM LA UDE) (WITH HONORS) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Molly Sheridan (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Savannah Gayle Siedow – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Kayla Sim – Retail Merchandising & Product Development and Editing, Writing, & Media
Craig Byron Simko – Exercise Science
John A. Simon – Exercise Science
Alexandra L. Simms (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kimberly May Sisk – Food and Nutrition Science
Nichole Marie Sisserson – Exercise Science
Haley Skierski – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Karen Rose Slater – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Olivia Smith – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel E. Smith – Family & Child Sciences
Tavia Rahki Smith – Exercise Science
Brittany Snyder – Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Danae Quinn Souders – Exercise Science
Charles Anthony Cuccia
Arianna Maria Daniels
Kaitlyn A. Cunningham
Stefan Paul D’Angelo
Samantha Paige Dashoff

Jonathan David DeMott, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alana Christine Devers (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Kelsey Anne DiBlase (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Studies
Melissa Eileen Douglas (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Sarah Therese Duderstadt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kelly Jean Dueker (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Abigail S. Dusinberre – Early Childhood Education
Alicia Christine Espriella (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jay William Evans – Social Science Education
Liana C. Fatjo – Exceptional Student Education
Valerie Michelle Filer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Lisa Bundy Finley – Elementary Education
Michael Keith Fleisher – Social Science Education
Victoria Paige Flynn – Elementary Education
Ana Isabel Ford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Brook S. Forde – Elementary Education
Adam Brett Freedman – Sport Management
Dayna L. Gangi – Exceptional Student Education
Ashley Nicole Garrison – Early Childhood Education
Kaitlyn S. Gash – Social Science Education
Kristin Sydney George – Social Science Education
Joshua Thomas Glzman (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Justin Anthony Gonzalez – Sport Management
Megan Beth Gordon (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Megan Grant (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Amanda Kathleen Grobe (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Tiffany Michelle Guerrra – Sport Management
Roland E. Gutierrez (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Kandis Jaye Hankerson (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Susan Andelyn Hawley – Elementary Education
Kristen Haynes (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Ashley Lynn Hicks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Patricia Lynn Higgins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Brittany Nichole Hill – Elementary Education
Gemma Marie Hoffman – Sport Management
Adam M. Holup – Sport Management
Margaret J. Honaker – English Education
Jake A. Hooper (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Robert Faires Humphries – Sport Management
Brook M. James (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sophy V. James (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Amanda Catherine Jansen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Lauren Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education

Christavia Pasqual Naomi Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Danielle N. Johnson – Visual Disabilities Education
Malori Jeanne Johnson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Riley Matthew Jones – Sport Management
Laura M. Kagan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Dayna A. Karl – Exceptional Student Education
Elizabeth Keating – Social Science Education
Evelyn D. Kelll S. Dusinberre (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
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Ryan Nicole Nelson (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Amanda Marie Nette – Sport Management
Thomas J. Neubacher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Hope Elizabeth Newhouse (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Mark Abraham Nicklow – Sport Management
Lindsay H. Novick – Sport Management
Joshua Ryan Odom – Social Science Education
Alexander Braden Onaindia – Sport Management
Kimberly Pack (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Brooke N. Page (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Shoaashanna Mashay Page – Elementary Education
Rebecca Neely Patton – Exceptional Student Education
Hartley Anne Pawloski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Megan Elizabeth Barrett Payne – Sport Management
Laura A. Phelps – Sport Management
Matthew Marc Pina – Sport Management
Katie Joy Plaia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Cassidy Stephens Priddleon (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Howard Dwayne Purvee, Sr. – Elementary Education
Maria Laura Ramirez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Nicole C. Ray (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
James Troy Richmond (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Alexandra Panciera Rieth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Malia Amber Rinehart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Stephanie M. Robin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Liana C. Romanach (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Courtney Maureen Rosa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Stephen J. Rudolph – Social Science Education
Tyler Dewitt Rutledge – Sport Management
Erin R. Sampson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Justin Andrew Savage – Sport Management
Alicia M. Scarpa (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Kevin M. Schraier – Sport Management
Savannah Ann Schuler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sarah Marie Shomberg – English Education
Anthony Vincent Siciliano – Sport Management
Nicholas Michael Siciliano – Sport Management
Miranda Kia Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Lindsay Somerset (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Virginia Danner Spiva – Elementary Education
Morgan Elizabeth Stanich – Early Childhood Education
Paige D. Strickland – Exceptional Student Education
Andrew Charles Stucker (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Jillian M. Stupski – Exceptional Student Education and History
Peter Suarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Paige M. Subjinski – Early Childhood Education
Jamie A. Takaki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Benjamin David Thomas – Sport Management
Kelsey Lynn Thomas (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
McKenzie Ann Thompson – Exceptional Student Education
Jennifer Fae Tippett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kayla Anne Todd (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Kayla Marie Toole – Social Science Education
Sonja June Townsend (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Deborah Joyce Underwood – Elementary Education
Camille Marie Valle (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Emily Ann Viskovich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kimberlee Carol Voges (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Cassandra F. Weeks – Exceptional Student Education
Brooke M. Weikle – Social Science Education
Jared Hunter Weiss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Chelsea Kaitlynn Whalen (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Chelsea L. Whitt (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Clark Candler Wilcox (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Lavosha Mechell Williams – English Education
Camilla L. Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Nicole Alexandra Wolf – English Education
Kayla A. Wyatt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Courtney Ann Yamnitz – Early Childhood Education
Hallie Ann Ziettlow (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Studies

Master of Science
With Major In

Sama’A Hamed Almubarak – Education Policy & Evaluation
Katharina Maria Arnold – Sport Management
Nicolas Everett Babarskis – Higher Education
Emma N. Bachman – Exceptional Student Education
Karina Faith Ventura Balaoro – Higher Education
Vanessa Ball – Higher Education
Mary Caitlin Baltazar – Exceptional Student Education
Adria Marie Barnes – Mental Health Counseling
Roy R. Bedard – Sports Psychology
Sarah Elizabeth Boeckmann – Higher Education
Megan Elizabeth Borkowski – Early Childhood Education

Gretchen Eva Bruner – Social, Historical & Philosophical Foundations of Education
Darien O’Dell Buford – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Julie Euna Carter – Open & Distance Learning
Shawna Rebecca Clark – School Psychology
Ryan C. Clingan – Higher Education
Melanie Elizabeth Coker – Reading Education & Language Arts
Marina Markee Coleman – Sport Management
Sendi Chris Colquitt – Higher Education
James Coppotelli – Sport Management
Courtney N. Costello – Sport Management
Steven C. Crudele – Higher Education
Charles Anthony Cuccia – Exceptional Student Education
Kaitlyn A. Cunningham – Exceptional Student Education
Jordan Swindle Dady – Elementary Education
Kevin Dahl – Sports Psychology
Alyssa Karen Davie – Mental Health Counseling
Katherine Gates Davis – Social Science Teaching
Tyler Allen Deam – Sport Management
Caitlin Elizabeth DeJong – Higher Education
Michael G. Delgado – Sport Management
Alana Christine Devers – Exceptional Student Education
Rachel Michelle Dodd – Higher Education
Edward Adams Donahue, Jr. – Sport Management
Eugene Nicholas Downey – Sport Management
Matthew Ryan Dupuis – Sociocultural & International Development Studies Education
Hanan Ibrahim Elkom – Elementary Education
Alecia D. Esarey – Elementary Education
Lindsey M. Everett – Elementary Education
Liana C. Fatjo – Exceptional Student Education
Rick Fernandez – Educational Leadership/Administration
Michael Warner Fingado – Sport Management
Daniel Luke Fioramonti – Mental Health Counseling
Courtney S. Flack – Mathematics Teaching
Maddie Word Foster – Career Counseling
Megan Elizabeth Fowler – Early Childhood Education
Emily Catherine Fox – Higher Education
Jacob Brooks Frasier – Higher Education
Dayna L. Gangi – Exceptional Student Education
Mayling Ganzu – Visual Disabilities
Christian Gibson – Mental Health Counseling
Randall Lee Goodbread II – School Psychology
Cameron Cody Green – Learning & Cognition
Lily J. Greenberg – School Psychology
Amy Elizabeth Griffin – Mental Health Counseling
Ruth A. Griffith – Visual Disabilities
Marline Guerrero – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Dustin Gummels – Career Counseling
Laura C. Hagon – Elementary Education
Alyssa Paige Harmon – Higher Education
Shante Alysha Harvey – Mental Health Counseling
Shelby Christine Heffernan – Sport Management
Ashley Frances Heil – School Psychology
Eddie Higginbotham IV – Higher Education
Renée Nicole Hirsbrunner – Sport Management
Brian A. Hoffman – Higher Education
Lusi Hong – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Valerie Ann Houston – Educational Leadership/Administration
Latonya Yvette Hudson – Social Science Education
Christopher Roy Jackson – Open & Distance Learning
Amanda Catherine Jansen – Exceptional Student Education
Janelle Joseph – Performance Improvement & Human Resource Development
Kristen Leah Joyner – English Teaching
Dayna A. Karl – Exceptional Student Education
Victor Kasper – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Nicole R. Kazanecii – Higher Education
Jennifer Boss Kekelis – Education Policy & Evaluation
Kyongook Kim – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Amanda Marie Knowles – Social Science Teaching
Tiffany Ann Komendat – Reading Education & Language Arts
Emily Brooke Koplin – Exceptional Student Education
Lee Howard Kornhauser – Educational Leadership/Administration
Kara E. Kozloski – Exceptional Student Education
Helen Rose Kraus – Exceptional Student Education
Blaire Nicole Kubie – Measurement and Statistics
Katelyn Ann Kuchta – School Psychology
Dana Kwiatkowski – Mental Health Counseling
Edwin Scott Lacher – Sport Management
Ashleigh Lauren Lenfest – Reading Education & Language Arts
Amanda Rose Lewis – Exceptional Student Education
Jaqua’ L. Lewis – Exceptional Student Education
Xiaoya Li – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Xin Li – Learning & Cognition
Kynthia L. Light – Social, Historical & Philosophical Foundations of Education
BaRack Christopher Little – Sports Psychology
Samuel Joseph Lloyd – English Education
Laura Ann Lopez – Educational Leadership/Administration
Marlyynn Lopez – Higher Education
Wykia Shante Macon – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Heather Markgraf – Visual Disabilities
Erin Nicole Marshall – Sport Management
Nancy Lynn McCabe – Exceptional Student Education
Brittany Anne McEwen – Exceptional Student Education
Parker Larson Medley – Sport Management
Jessica Lee Megna – Elementary Education
Delia Anne Meros – School Psychology
Liyong Miao – Instructional Systems
Victoria L. Montgomery – Visual Disabilities
Rashad Armand Morgan – Higher Education
Shanika D. Mungin – Educational Leadership/Administration
Andrew Taylor Nash – Higher Education
Ryan Nicole Nelson – Exceptional Student Education
Hope Elizabeth Newhouse – Exceptional Student Education
Cheol Yek Ng – Instructional Systems
Kelly Christine Niccum – Sports Psychology
Kyoungwan Oh – Sport Management
Amanda E. Pafford – Mental Health Counseling
Yanyu Pan – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Jesika D. Parish – Educational Leadership/Administration
Matthew Edward Patton – Sport Management
Rebecca Neely Patton – Exceptional Student Education
Joshua David Petersen – Sport Management
Inika Pierre – Career Counseling
Kayla Anne Prieger – School Psychology
Tano Quraishi – Visual Disabilities
Stacy Kate Rademaker – Sports Psychology
Christine Renee Ranft – Elementary Education
Stephanie Jean Rewitzer – Higher Education
Nicole C. Ray – Exceptional Student Education
Lauren Elizabeth Richards – Higher Education
Kari Lee Roberts – Higher Education
Stephanie M. Robin – Exceptional Student Education
Marielii Ann Rosado – Visual Disabilities
Angel-Leah Miranda Rosaly – Mental Health Counseling
Kelvin Eugene Rutledge – Higher Education
Madeleine Gomane Scaruzzo – Sport Management
Matthew Daniel Schneider – Sport Management
Jing Shao – Measurement & Statistics
Paul James Sheffield – Sport Management
Sarah Elizabeth Shields – Higher Education
Daniel P. Smay – Sport Management
Sheila Ann Smith – Social Science Education
Stephanie Anne Smith – English Teaching
Nicholas R. Stenuf – Sport Management
Richard Wylie Stephens III – Mental Health Counseling
Paige D. Strickland – Exceptional Student Education
Jillian M. Stupski – Exceptional Student Education
Nancy Kathryn Sumson – Performance Improvement & Human Resource Development
Janos Takacs – Sport Management
Remy Case Tamer – Sports Psychology
Brittany Michele Tellex – Sport Management
Neal Christopher Ternes – Sport Management
Kerry Ryan Thompson – Mental Health Counseling
McKenzie Anne Thompson – Exceptional Student Education
Brittany Danielle Thorn – Mental Health Counseling
Rolando Torres, Jr. – Higher Education
Austin A. Townsend – Higher Education
Sonja June Townsend – Exceptional Student Education
Samantha Stilley Tyler – Mental Health Counseling
Natalie Ivonne Unruh – Mental Health Counseling
Natalie Marie Upshaw – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Jose Vidal Ros – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Gabriel Jaime Villa – Social Science Counseling
Kimberly Carol Voyges – Exceptional Student Education
Leslie Rae Wagner – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Sarah Grace Walters – Mental Health Counseling
Michael E. Wargo II – Sport Management
Pamela Leeanne Watkins – Career Counseling
Sachet Kiara Watson – Higher Education
Mitchell Scott Weaver – Sports Psychology
Stacy Jeanne Weaver – Instructional Systems
Cassandra F. Weeks – Exceptional Student Education
Debbie Aviza Weitz – Career Counseling
Valerie Lorrin Wexler – Sport Management
Mackenzie Rae Wickliffe – Sports Psychology
Courtney A. Willis – Visual Disabilities
Shen Wu – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Yannan Xu – Foreign & Second Language Teaching
Alicia Elizabeth York – Sport Management
Kimberly Michelle Young – Mental Health Counseling
Kristen Kimberly Zernick – Higher Education
Xiyue Zhang – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Xue Zheng – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Mengying Zhou – Foreign & Second Language Teaching

Education Specialist
With Major In
Adria Marie Barnes – Mental Health Counseling
Shanessa Rebecca Clark – School Psychology
Alyssa Karen Davie – Mental Health Counseling
Kimberly Dison – Educational Leadership/Administration
Daniel Luke Fioramonti, Jr. – Mental Health Counseling
Maddie Word Foster – Career Counseling
Christian Gibson – Mental Health Counseling
Randall Lee Goodbread II – School Psychology
Gayle E. Green – Educational Leadership/Administration
Lily J. Greenberg – School Psychology
Amy Elizabeth Griffin – Mental Health Counseling
Dustin Gummel – Career Counseling
Shante Alysha Harvey – Mental Health Counseling
Ashley Frances Heil – School Psychology
Katelyn Ann Kuchta – School Psychology
Dana Kwiatkowski – Mental Health Counseling
Joseph G. Lyons – Early Childhood Education
Delia Anne Meros – School Psychology
Amanda E. Pafford – Mental Health Counseling
Inika Pierre – Career Counseling
Kayla Anne Prieler – School Psychology
Angel-Leah Miranda Rosaly – Mental Health Counseling
Kathryn Martin Spradlin – English Education
Richard Wylie Stephens III – Mental Health Counseling
Kerry Ryan Thompson – Mental Health Counseling
Brittany Danielle Thorn – Mental Health Counseling
Samantha Stitely Tyler – Mental Health Counseling
Natalie Ivonne Unruh – Career Counseling
Samantha Stitely Tyler – Mental Health Counseling
Pamela Lee Anne Watkins – Career Counseling
Debbie Aviva Weitz – Career Counseling
Kimberly Michelle Young – Mental Health Counseling

Doctor of Education
With Major In

Rachel V. Bukanc – Higher Education
B.A., Bradford College
M.A., Brandeis University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathy Guthrie
"Understanding Social Justice through a Living Learning Program"

Allen R. Burch – Educational Leadership/Administration
B.S., Florida State University
M.Ed., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Judith Irvin
"Principal Preparation: Perceptions of School Leaders in Florida"

Angela Wills – Educational Leadership/Administration
B.S., Florida A & M University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Judith Irvin
"The Influence of the Mentoring Experience on Teacher Retention"

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Kyle Stephen Bunds – Sport Management
B.A., University of Oklahoma
M.Ed., University of Oklahoma
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Giardina
"Water for Sport: The (Re) Production of Global Crisis"

Rebekah L Dorn – Instructional Systems
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Valerie Shute
"How Reflection Prompts Impact Critical Thinking Skills"

Yvonne Christine Earnshaw – Instructional Systems
B.A., Portland State University
M.S., Portland State University
M.Ed., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa Dennen
"Effects of Levels of Instructional Assistance on Learning and Mental Effort in an Intelligent Tutoring System: Proportional Reasoning and Middle School Students"

Mary Shirah Ennemoser – Sociocultural and International Development Education Studies
B.S., Florida International University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peter Easton
"Language Learning, Social Identity, and the Possible Selves of Skilled Women Immigrants"

Patricia Heeter – Instructional Systems
B.B.A., Marymount University
M.A., Marymount University
Major Professor: Dr. Allan Jeong
"The Sequential Analysis of Collaborative Writing and Editing Processes in Wikis"

Eugenio José Jiménez Echemendía – Educational Leadership/Administration
B.S., University of Havana
M.S., University of Havana
Major Professor: Dr. Judith Irvin
"Exploring the Availability of Web-based Anti-bullying Resources of Districts and High Schools in Florida"

Thomas F. McMorrow, Jr. – Sport Management
B.S., Villanova University
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey D. James
"The Relationship of Job Demands and Job Resources in Work Engagement of Sport Volunteers"

Vernice Rachael Richards – Sports Psychology
B.A., Dillard University
M.Ed., Boston University
Major Professor: Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum
"International Student Athlete: Acculturation"

Katrina Leigh Roseler – Science Education
B.S., Humboldt State University
M.S., Walden University
Major Professor: Dr. Sherry A Southerland
"Exploring the Contribution of Informal Science Experiences to Learners Science Identity Development"

Cory Travis Shaffer – Sports Psychology
B.S., Cornell University
M.Ed., Columbia University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Ekland
"Self-Theories of Mental Skills Abilities in Collegiate Athletes"

Bolling Craig Stanley III – Higher Education
B.A., Furman University
M.S.W., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Shoupbo Hu
"Online vs. Face-to-Face Instruction: A Comparison of Engagement and Gains for African-American and White Students at Predominantly White Institutions"

Aurelio Manuel Valente – Higher Education
B.S., University of Massachusetts
M.Ed., Suffolk University
M.B.A., University of Massachusetts
Major Professor: Dr. Shoupbo Hu
"Powerful Practices in the First Year of College: A Comparative Study of Programs That Promote Student Engagement and Academic Success"

Jillian Volpe White – Higher Education
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathy Guthrie
"Students’ Application of Leadership Learning through Reflection"

Benetta H. Wholuba – Counseling Psychology
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Pfeiffer
"Examination of the Motivation for Learning of Gifted and Non-Gifted Students As It Relates to Academic Performance"

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Yolanda D. Abernathy – History
Thomas Lee Ackerman II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – French & Italian
Thomas Lee Ackerman II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – German & Spanish
Thomas Lee Ackerman II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Japanese Language & Culture
Alexa J. Adair – Editing, Writing, & Media
Riane E. Adams – Women’s Studies
Andre Lowell Adkins – Computer Science
Tiffany Amanda Afonso – Humanities
Christopher M. Alfalone – Humanities
Kayla Sherice Allen – Literature
Shelby Taylor Anderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – French
Edna Jean Andrews (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Anastasija Angelov – Environmental Science and Policy
Benjamin A. Attias – Creative Writing
Latifa Al-Hemali Ayad (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and French
Katharine Elaine Ayerst – Literature
Amanda Jo Newton – (WITH HONORS) – Literature
Nancy Nguyen – Humanities
Shayna Pamela Nicely – Creative Writing
Tyler L. Niemiller – History
Elena Christina Novak – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Heather Rose O’Dea – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – History
Juan Andres Ocampo – Philosophy
Cara J. Okun – Creative Writing
Claudia L. Olo – Chinese/Business
William H. Ogden – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Adrian Oliva – History
Joshua Nelson Orendorf – Literature and Media/Communication Studies
Michelle Osorio – (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Alejandro Carlos Palacio – History
Alyssa Marie Palmer – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kirsten L. Palmertree – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Internationals
Elizabeth Jordan Parker – Literature
Verónica Eugenia Parra Avila – Editing, Writing, & Media
Dustin John Allen Parrish – Creative Writing
Joseph Christopher Paszul – History
Amanda Paul – Creative Writing
Kelsey Frances Pena – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Saily Perez – Italian
Steven Perez – Literature
Andrew C. Perrin – History
Chantay N. Perry – Literature
Joshua J. Peters – Russian & Spanish
(DOUBLE MAJORS) – Literature
Carlo A. Piantini – Creative Writing
Alek Lewis Pierce – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaley Ashton Porter – Literature
Rae A. Powers – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese Language & Culture
Claire Caitlin Price – Literature
Leila M. Prosper-Chartier – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Caroline Maria Pryor – Russian & Spanish & Political Science
Britt Chandelier Purvis – Literature
Natascha Ramos De Marco – (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ataur Raquib – Literature
Ginny A. Renas – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brittani Alise Revell – Humanities
Cristian Reyes – Humanities
Genna R. Ribak – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jodeci Amethyst Richards – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – (EDITING, WRITING, & MEDIA & ADVERTISING)
Alyssa Rios – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samantha Riple – Creative Writing
Paul Jeffrey Rivera – Italian & Spanish
Rachel M. Rivera – Editing, Writing, & Media
Victoria Roberts – Literature
Alexandra L. Robertson – History
Daniel George Robinson, Jr. – History
Maureik Flemon Robison – Literature
Andres R. Rodriguez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Odette Marie Rodriguez – (CUM LAUDE) – Women’s Studies and Theatre
Chantel Norecia Rogers – Japanese Language & Culture
Alfredo Jose Rojas, Jr. – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Religion
John Joseph Rolling – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Ezekiel Rope – Editing, Writing, & Media
Nancy Elizabeth Roque – Literature and Anthropology
Victoria Rosas – Literature
Chloe Sara Rose – Editing, Writing, & Media
Melissa Rosenow – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Media/Communication Studies
Sarah M. Rosenenthal – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature and Chinese Language & Culture
Ilyssa J. Rosenzweig – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Psychology
Gabrielle Roulette – Literature and Anthropology
Monique K. Rowe – Editing, Writing, & Media
Travis Umberto Sampiero – Philosophy
Jessica Samson – (CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Alyssa Marie Samuels – Computer Science
Caitlin E. Saunders – Literature
Anika Giselle Scheuermann – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – German & Spanish
Lindsay Anne Schnetzler – Editing, Writing, & Media
Nicholas A. Schroeder – (CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Matthew A. Schumacher – Creative Writing
Victoria Christine Scott – Creative Writing
Jordan Reed Serota – Philosophy
Gabrielle C. Shaiman – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brianna Nicole Shatanoff – Literature
Zachary Bryce Sheffield – History
Charlotte Sherk – History and Anthropology
Jessica Renee Shiner – Creative Writing
Sarah Dawn Sigler – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
James Silvera – Computer Science
Matthew Wayne Silverstein – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – History and Political Science
Jordan Simas – Editing, Writing, & Media
Megan Alexis Simon – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Christine Lynn Skjerve – (CUM LAUDE) – History
Shaina Rachel Sklar – Creative Writing
Justin Dill Smith – Computer Science
Keisi Elisabeth Smith – (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Madeleine M. Smith – Editing, Writing, & Media and Retail Merchandising & Product Development
Frederick Snyder III – Philosophy
Natasha Trishonne Soberanis – (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Jessica Annette Solomon – History
Gina Soriano – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lauren Ashley Spencer – Editing, Writing, & Media
Aileen Sharon Spree – Creative Writing
Michael Robert Steffy – Creative Writing
Zachary M. Stein – Creative Writing
Brigitte Anne Stephenson – History
Kyle Sterling – (CUM LAUDE) – Middle Eastern Studies
Brittany Tatum Still – Literature
Tess Anna Stohr – Religion and Middle Eastern Studies
Matthew Patrick Stoa – Literature
Matthew W. Stolpe – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Erik Sullivan – Humanities
Colin John Sullivan – Literature
Sara Margaret Summers – Humanities
Andrew C. Sutton – Literature
Jordan B. Swahn – Humanities
Kylvin Virginia Swann – Philosophy and Psychology
Emily E. Tarallo – Women’s Studies
Lillie Tavill – Literature
Kandace A. Taylor – Creative Writing
Matthew Warren Tegge – Creative Writing
Nicole Veronica Testa – Religion
Casey A. Thelker – History
Alexandra L. Thomas – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – History and Social Science
Brett Tyler Thomas – Greek & Latin
Henry David Thompson – Literature
Emma Nichols Thornton – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kristen Catherine Titus – (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Donovan Michael Todd – Editing, Writing, & Media
Esteban Jose Tomas – Literature and Latin
Darcy Olivia Townsend – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Religion & Classics
Kaitlyn Nicole Trent – Literature
She’Kia Morant Troutman – Editing, Writing, & Media
Karl Alexander Tsang – (CUM LAUDE) – Chinese/Business
Rachel K. Tullius – Editing, Writing, & Media
Laura Kathryn Turner – Literature
Hayley Nicole Twymann – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Rachael Jordyn Uhlland – History
Nicole Caridad Valdes – Creative Writing
Lauren Chérie Valentine – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ryan M. VandenBosch – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amber Diane Vann – (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Danae Elise VanPortfield – Editing, Writing, & Media
Thomas Selman Vanture – Literature
Joshua Vasquez – Creative Writing and Theatre
Mark A. Viccari – Religion
Zachary Alan Victor – Editing, Writing, & Media
Melissa Irene Vidaurre – (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Andrea Villas – Women’s Studies
Jenna Michelle Von See – (CUM LAUDE) – History
O’Shay T. Walker – Japanese Language & Culture
Alaina N. Wallace – Philosophy
Katherine M. Wallace – Environmental Science & Policy
Nathaniel Gray Wallace – Literature
Justin Jacob Wallheiser – Environmental Science & Policy
William Stewart Weilbe – (CUM LAUDE) – Religion
Michelle Grace Weixelbaum – (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Cassandra Sky Welch – Editing, Writing, & Media
Stephanie Anne-Elaine Welch – Editing, Writing, & Media

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ———— Spring Commencement 2014
Kathleen Bernadette Wetzel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and International Affairs
Barrett Sullivan White (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Douglas Allen White – Computer Science
Kayeleigh Marie Whitman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History
Christopher Jacob Wildermuth – Spanish and International Affairs
Isabel Akiko Willette (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Kimberly Ann Williams – Creative Writing
Melissa D. Wolbert – Editing, Writing, & Media
Zachary Alexander Wolff (CUM LAUDE) – History
Nicola Margaret Wood (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Elizabeth Rachel Wootton – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bi De Yang (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and Literature
Morgan S. Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Rachel L. Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media/Communication Studies
Kala Elizabeth Zonis – Creative Writing and Psychology
Enrique Vicente Zepeda – Japanese Language & Culture
Bachelor of Science With Major In

VERONICA ABELLO – Psychology
Estela Maria Abich (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Jinie Yusef Abueljedian (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry and Biochemistry
Eva Acedo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Joshua R. Adamez – Biological Science
Clinton J. Adkison – Psychology
Ryan Diogene Alain (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
David Leonardo Alarcon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Amanini Allen – Psychology
Jordann Iza Allphin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kelsey Marie Allphin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ruchita Amin – Biological Science
Janelle Iza Bernardes Amosin (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Christina Florence Amrhein (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Anthony B. Anderson II – Environmental Science
Corin dean Anderson – Biological Science
Joshua L. Anderson – Meteorology and Applied Computational Mathematics
Tawana Judith Andrew – Meteorology
Ronald Andringa (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Jeremy S. Anisman – Biological Science
Roberto C. Arbulu – Chemistry and Biochemistry
Jana Marissa Arnold – Psychology
Samantha Victoria Assee – Biological Science
Megan L. Attanasio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Savannah Atwell – Psychology

Molly L. Austin – Biological Science
Jennie K. Ayers – Chemical Science
Javier Luis Ayo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Michael Geoffrey Ayoub (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Sean Cowlin Babik – Biological Science
Tara Babenco – Psychology
Jordan Baird – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kimberly G. Barajas (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Katherine Colleen Barcia – Environmental Science
Stephanie Adrianna Barnao – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Alexis Felicia Barnett – Psychology
Heather Lynn Bastedo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jordan Curtis Batie (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Tyler D. Battle – Biological Science
James M. Baughman – Psychology
Nicholas Alexander Baumgartner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Chemical Science
David Frederick Bayne – Psychology
Chelsey A. Belloise – Psychology
Robert Bruce Bendt – Physics
Meghan Elizabeth Berger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Marcus Berger – Psychology and Criminology
John Bergschneider – Mathematics
Matthew R. Berning (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Michael Anthony Bernstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics
Pablo A. Bertisch (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Rick A. Betancourt – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jacklyn D. Bethune – Psychology
Bryan D. Bindley – Psychology
Zachary A. Bishof – Physics
Hampton Joseph Black (WITH HONORS) – Physics
Kaci Black – Biochemistry
Karen L. Black (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Sussannah Greiner Blakely (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Gabriella Adee Anais Bianco – Biological Science
Gabriella Bianco – Biological Science
Chelsea Ann Blattel – Biological Science
Neill Elliot Bleiweiss – Psychology
Mary Florentine Blizzard – Psychology
Taylor M. Blizzard – Biological Science
Olivia Jane Bloomke (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Morgan Boling (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katelyn Annemarie Bonner – Actuarial Science
Alexander Clayton Booth (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Jonathan Borrero – Computer Criminology
Kaitlin Mckenzie Bowen – Psychology and Family & Child Sciences

Leighton Thomas Bowers – Psychology
Trinity Elaine Bowers – Psychology
Lorry Bowles – Psychology
Colin Bryant Bowyer (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Lewyn Donald Boyette III – Biological Science
Claire Therese Boyle (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Jessica Boyer – Psychology
Garrett L. Brady (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
James Lee Brennan – Psychology
Ashley Ember Bray – Biological Science
Jessica A. Breslin – Psychology
Kailyn A. Bresnahan – Psychology
Leeanne Brinley – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Cyrus T. Brown – Psychology
Jacob Brown – Biological Science
Rachel Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mary Elizabeth A. Bruce (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Christopher W. Brust – Meteorology
Taylor J. Brunfield – Psychology and International Affairs
Caroline Marie Bubbers – Psychology
Remus Alexander Bulmer, Jr. – Environmental Science
Erica L. Bumford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniel R. Burczak (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Simon P. Burhoe – Mathematics
Dakota Burkhardt (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bethany Paige Bussell – Psychology
Tiffani Nicole Butler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Bianca Raquel Buto – Psychology
Gerard Joseph Byrne II – Chemistry and Biochemistry
Breanna L. Cabaniss – Anthropology
Christopher S. Cabrera – Computer Science
Christopher P. Caliste (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexander R. Campaneria – Biological Science
Sean Michael Campbell – Computer Science
Christopher Canales – Biochemistry
Emily S. Canney – Environmental Science
Ariadna P. Cantisano – Biochemistry
Kristin M. Capes – Psychology
Bianca Isabella Capriolo – Biological Science
Daniela Elizabeth Carbajal – Biological Science
Josue S. Cardoso – Psychology
Helen Martha Schmitt Carey – Chemistry
Helen Martha Schmitt Carey – Biochemistry
Nathaniel Carlson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Craig Robert Carnegie – Psychology
Caitlin Lorraine Carney – Psychology and Family & Child Sciences
Jennifer Ann Carreras – Psychology
Kristina Nicole Carter – Biological Science
Victoria M. Carvajal – Biological Science
Andrea B. Caspar – Biological Science
Aislinn Rhea Cassels-Hyde (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Natasha Emy Castro – Psychology
Priscilla Castro – Environmental Science
Kirstyn Ann Cataldo (CUM LAUDE) – Geology
Sandra Lorena Cepeda – Psychology
Michelle E. Chaban – Psychology
Elizabeth J. Chamberlain – Psychology
Myranda Lynn Chapman (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Tawanna Kierra Charlton – Biological Science
Eren K. Christy – Psychology
Erim O. Clahan – Meteorology
Tyler Clapp (CUM LAUDE) – History
Shebli Theresa Clemmons – Psychology
Madison Marie Close – Psychology
Ryiesha Sheneice Cochran – Psychology
Ryikema Cochran – Psychology
Pamela F. Colarreta – Biological Science
Bryan Matthew Cole (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Elizabeth Mary Collins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Amy Loren Colón – Psychology and Sociology
Rocio Mercedes Contreras – Psychology
Melissa Leigh Cooper (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Biological Science
John Coughland – Psychology
James Maxwell Corbin – Psychology
Alex Cordero – Meteorology
Crystal N. Cordero – Psychology
Erim M. Cornfield – Biological Science
James Correa – Chemical Science
Chelsea Elizabeth Corrigan – Actuarial Science and Risk Management/Insurance
Christian Michael Cotler – Psychology
Michelle E. Couch – Biological Science
Brittany Mariah Cozart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Kaley Crapo – Psychology
Brandon Corwin – Computer Science
Katherine Ann Crede – Biological Science
Agnes Isabel Crespo – Biological Science
Eric Gabriel Crespo – Biological Science
Ashley Cross – Mathematics
Miles C. Crowe – Computer Science
Antonio DeJesus Cruz (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Alicia Marie Cummings (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Holly Marie Cummings – Biological Science
Katie Cutchin – Environmental Science
Daniel Terence D'Arcy – Meteorology and Political Science
Melanie Da Costa – Biological Science
Felisha E. Date (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Paul Michael Dalbery – Biological Science
Alexis R. Dallas – Psychology
Eric Robert Daniels (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Kristyn Leigh Daniels – Psychology
Sean M. Danner – Psychology
Rachelle Lynn Daris (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Rebecca Alexandra Davidson – Meteorology
Caroline Davis (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Frank De La Cruz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Rodolfo De Los Santos – Computer Science
Gabriel Leile DeCarvalho (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Kelsie Morgan Decker-Pulice – Biological Science
Jason Harry Abraham Deeb (CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Kyle Degriff – Psychology
Dominic Rafael Delgado – Geology
Kristyn Delgado – Psychology
Peter C. DellaGrotta (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Christine Dellamorte – Psychology
Zachary Thomas Dempsey – Psychology
Kenneth Graham – Biological Science
Samanta Jeanmarie DeZetarga (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Women's Studies
Gillian Marie DiAddezo (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Angelino Diaz – Mathematics
Daniel F. Diaz – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Devon Michael Diaz (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Joel P. Diaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Melissa Diaz – Actuarial Science and Risk Management/Insurance
Christin Nicole Dickerson – Biological Science
Ashley Nicole Dillon – Biological Science
Jacob Taylor Dillon – Psychology
Mariah Leela Dodd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Elaine M. Dolly (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Mariah Paz Dominguez – Biological Science
Julie Anne Donmez – Biological Science and Chemical Science
Cory M. Donoher – Environmental Science
Erin Melissa Donohue – Psychology
Thomas J. Doolan III (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Christian Dopico – Psychology
Sarah Kaitlyn Dorsch – Psychology
Mya Brooke Dossat – Biological Science and Japanese Language & Culture
Michael J. Dougherty – Biological Science
Matthew Scott Drennan – Environmental Science and Policy
Hunter J. Drury – Humanities
Josephine Marie Dubon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jason Alexander Ducker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Sara K. Duggan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Anthropology
Otto Miltzer – Political Science
Lawrence Henry Dunn III (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Tara Pauline Dupelle – Psychology
Crystal Lenora DuPont – Biological Science and Spanish
Stephanie Duque (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Stephanie Duque (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alyssa F. Duval (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Terry E. Edwards, Jr. – Chemistry
Maxine Heather Rose Enerson – Psychology
Cynthia A. Etting – Psychology
Kara Diane Ettore – Biological Science
Hallie Caitlin Evans – Psychology
Samantha B. Evans – Biochemistry
Amy Lynn Ewald (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Angelo Caldejon Fajardo – Computer Science
James R. Fazzolari – Actuarial Science
Alexander E. Fehr (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Mike Anderson Felix – Biological Science
Jessica A. Ferebee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsey A. Ferguson – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Claudia F. Fernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Women's Studies
Eric Matthew Filler – Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Nicholas Michael Fiorello – Environmental Science
Andrew Paul Fisher – Statistics and Sport Management
Diana Ann Fiszler – Biological Science
Gordon Roger Flack – Psychology and Marketing
Ashley Capri Flanagan – Psychology and Spanish
Jeffrey Paul Fleming (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Monica K. Fleming (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Allison Clare Flinn – Psychology
Bridget Mary Flynn – Psychology
Amy Elizabeth Fogle – Psychology
Fatima J. Fontus – Biological Science
Kerri K. Foutch – Environmental Science
Elliot Bradley Fox – Biochemistry
Ashleigh Renee Francis – Physical Science
Amanda N. Frazier (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family & Child Sciences
Ryan Dayne Freeman – Biological Science
Aleksa Samantha Frid (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kia Chanise Fuller (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Phillip John Fuze – Meteorology
Justin E. Gallagher – Biological Science
Christopher Michael Galletti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Christopher Michael Galletti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rachel Grace Gamble – Psychology
Amanda P. Gan – Biological Science
Amanda Garcia – Psychology
Jaime Nicholas Garcia – Biochemistry
Jaime Nicholas Garcia – Psychology
Monica L. Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kristen Elizabeth Garris – Psychology
Nickolas Kotos Garson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Science
Shawn Nicholas Gathwaite – Biological Science
Molly Katherine Gasparrini – Biological Science
Nathan Charles Gates – Biochemistry
Colleen Noel Gavaghan (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Caitlin Rose Geesness – Mathematics
Angela Gibbens – Computer Science
Alissa E. Gibson – Anthropology
Pedro Gil – Biological Science
Luke A. Gilford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sydney Katherine Adina Gillen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Calvin Christopher Gilmartin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Defne Y. Girisgen – Meteorology
Christopher T. Gismondi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Jaisyn Rebecca Glickman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Christopher John Breshike – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Geoffrey Strouse

“Electromagnetic Interactions between Metal Nanoparticles and Fluorescent Dipoles”

Joshua C. Burnett – Literature
B.A., New School University
M.A., University of Illinois at Chicago
Major Professor: Dr. David H. Ikard

“My Left Arm, Her Twin Blades: Narratives of Resistance in Black Speculative Fiction.”

Jesse M. Canfield – Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
B.S., New Mexico State University
Major Professor: Dr. Doron Nof

“Wildfire Dynamics: Some Behavior Trends”

Liaoran Cao – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Fudan University
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Yang

*On-the-Path Random Walk Path Optimization Scheme*

Po-Kai Chen – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., University of Washington
M.S., University of San Francisco
Major Professor: Dr. Albert Stiegman

“Selective Microwave-induced Heating of Allyl p-Nitro Phenyl Ether”

Judy G. Cherian – Physics
B.S., Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. James Brooks, Dr. Stephen McGill

“Optical Spectroscopy of Magnetoelectric and Low-Dimensional Materials”

Jonathan Howard Christian – Physical Chemistry
B.S., Temple University
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh Dalal

“Designing, Synthesizing, and Characterizing Novel Magnetic Materials”

Steve Sang Chung – Statistics
B.S., California State Polytechnic University - Pomona
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Xufeng Niu

“A Class of Semiparametric Volatility Models with Applications to Financial Time Series”

Robert J. Cipri – Physics
B.S., Western Michigan University
M.S., Western Michigan University
Major Professor: Professor Nicholas Bonesteel

“Gauge Fluctuations and Interlayer Coherence in Bilayer Composite Fermion Metals”

Emily Suzanne Clark – Religion
B.A., Austin College
M.A., University of Missouri - Columbia
Major Professor: Dr. John Corrigan

“A Luminous Brotherhood: Afro-creole Spiritualism in Nineteenth-Century New Orleans”

Stephen Collins-Elliott – Classical Archaeology
B.A., University of Kansas
Major Professor: Dr. Nancy de Grummond

“The Table of the Transient World: Long-Term Historical Process and the Culture of Mass Consumption in Ancient Rome and Italy, 200 BCE - 20 CE”

Hillary Erin Conley – Classical Archaeology
B.A., University of Evansville
Major Professor: Dr. Nancy de Grummond

“Black-gloss Ceramics from the Samnite/ Roman Habitation Site on Monte Pallano and the Implications for the Economy and Identity of the Inhabitants of Samnium”

Nabanita Das – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., Bangalore University
M.S., Bangalore University
Major Professor: Dr. Timothy A. Cross


Jennifer Lynn Donahue – Literature
B.A., Salisbury State University
M.A., University Of Maryland - College Park
Major Professor: Dr. Susan C. Ward

“Taking Flight: Caribbean Women Writing from Abroad”

Brooke Roberts Druliner – Biological Science
B.A., Rollins College
Major Professor: Dr. Johnathan H. Dennis

“Cancer Progression is Linked to Altered Chromatin Structure”

Sneha Dugar – Materials Chemistry
B.S., St. Xavier’s College
M.S., Sikkim Manipal University of Health, Medical and Technological Sciences
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh Dalal

“NMR and Imaging Studies on Energy Materials”

RoAnne Michele Duncan – Humanities
B.A., American University
M.F.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Patricia H. Young

“Maurice Béjart’s Third Space: Revision of Gender Through Dance”

Erin E. Easton – Biological Oceanography
B.S., Indiana University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. David Thistle

“Exploring the Continental Rise off the West Coast of the United States: Macrotidal Abundance Patterns and Harpacticooid Morphology, Mitogenomes, DNA Sequences, and Species’ Ranges”

Charles Ellis – Humanities
B.A., Valdosta State University
Major Professor: Dr. John J. Fenstermaker

“Escape as Motif and Theme in Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth-Century American Literature”

Cindy Ermus – History
B.A., Florida International University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Darrin McMahon

“Pestilence and Politics: A Global History of the Marseille Plague”

Kirk Alan Essary – Religion
B.A., Oklahoma State University
M.A., Texas Tech University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. François Dupuygrent-Desroussilles

“More of the Heart than the Brain”: Christian Philosophy & the Folly of the Cross in Erasmus and John Calvin

Eileen Fancher – Spanish
B.A., University of Notre Dame
M.A., Texas Tech University
Major Professor: Dr. Gretchen Sunderman

“Lexical Processing in Sentence Context: Semantic and Syntactic Factors”

Adam Fay – Social Psychology
B.S., Indiana University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jon Maner

“Affiliation versus Hostility: Person by Situation Interactions and Divergent Responses to Warm Temperatures”

Oliver Galvis – Statistics
B.Ed., Universidad Catolica Andres Bello
M.B.A., IESA Business School
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yiyuan She

“Hybrid Target-Category Forecasting Through Sparse Factor Auto-Regression”

Peter Brendan Gavin – Computer Science
B.S., Florida State University
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Professor David Whalley and Professor Gary Tyson

“A Presentation and Low-Power Usage Analysis of Two Low-Power Microarchitectural Techniques”

Senthil Balaji Girimurugan – Statistics
B.E., Periyar University, India
M.S., Clemson University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Chicken

“Nonlinear Multivariate Tests for High-Dimensional Data using Wavelets with Applications in Genomics and Engineering”

Joanna Goplen – Social Psychology
B.S., University of South Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Ashby Plant

“Dedicated Vs. Coerced: Internal and External Motivations to be Proenvironmental”
Christopher Gunn – History
B.A., University of Virginia
M.A., University of Rhode Island
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Grant

Timothy Handy – Computational Science
B.S., University of Central Oklahoma
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Tomasz Plewa
“Connecting Core-Collapse Models to Observations”

Charles A. Hess – Biological Science
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Walter R. Tschinkel
“Restoration of Longleaf Pine in Slash Pine Plantations—Avoiding the Landscape Trap with Fire”

Christopher D. Higgs – Literature
B.A., University of Nevada - Las Vegas
M.A., University of Nebraska - Lincoln
M.F.A., Ohio State University - Main
Major Professor: Dr. Ralph M. Berry
“Between Experimentation and Tradition: Two Visions of American Identity”

Shane Hockin – History
B.A., Central Michigan University
M.A., Central Michigan University
Major Professor: Dr. Darrin McMahon
“The French Revolution and the Invention of Modern Atheism”

Wen Huang – Applied and Computational Mathematics
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Professor Kyle Gallivan and Professor Pierre-Antoine Absil
“Optimization Algorithms on Riemannian Manifolds with Applications”

Paul J. Hughes – Meteorology
B.S., Millersville University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Bourassa
“The Influence of Small-scale Sea Surface Temperature Gradients on Surface Vector Winds and Subsequent Impacts on Oceanic Ekman Upwelling”

Jacob Tyler Hunt – Materials Chemistry
B.A., University of West Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Albert Steigman
“Microwave Enhanced Gasification of Carbon”

Aopeau Imvittaya – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Chulalongkorn University
M.S., Chulalongkorn University
M.S., University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Major Professor: Dr. William T. Cooper

Ahmed Derar Islam – Financial Mathematics
B. Eng., University of Aleppo
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor David A. Kopriva
“Pricing and Hedging Derivatives with Sharp Profiles using Tuned High Resolution Finite Difference Schemes”

Ilana Lauren Janowitz – Biological Science
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kimberly A. Hughes
“The Maintenance of Polymorphism by Behavioral and Genomic Plasticity in mate Preference”

Lisa G. Jennings – Literature
B.A., Florida International University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce T. Boehrer
“The Alchemy of Sexuality in Early Modern English Lyric Poetry”

Eli Benjamin Kelsey – Philosophy
B.A., University of Utah
M.A. Georgia State University
Major Professor: Dr. Donald Clarke
“Agency and Unconscious Behavior: Minimizing the Threat”

Jonathan B. Kemper – Physics
B.S. Tulane University
M.S. Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Gregory S. Boebinger
“Measurement of the Heat Capacity of Cuprate Superconductors in High Magnetic Fields”

Jared Scott Kinyon – Physical Chemistry
B.S., Angelo State University
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh Dalal
“Multiferroic Properties of Ammonium Trichlororurate”

Kathryn A. Lechler – Literature
B.A., Union College
M. A., University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Major Professor: Dr. Celia R. Daileader
“There’s Something about Middleton: The Plays of Thomas Middleton Onstage from 1960-2013”

Kelly Lei – Neuroscience - Psychology
B.S., University of California - Irvine
Major Professor: Dr. Zuxin Wang
“Dopamine Regulation of Paternal Behavior”

Maureen Macleod – History
B.A., Michigan State
M.A., Wayne State
Major Professor: Dr. Kristine Harper
“A Society in Flux: Female Education and Societal Transition in Early Nineteenth Century France, 1799-1830”

Santosh Mahapatra – Computer Science
B.W., Bengal Engineering and Science University
Major Professor: Dr. Xin Yuan
“Routing Algorithms for the Emerging Topologies in HPC and Data Center Networks”

James Walton McClain – Computer Science
B.A., University of Maryland Baltimore County
B.S. University of Maryland Baltimore County
M.S., University of Maryland Baltimore County
Major Professor: Dr. Jane Doe
“On Exactitude in Geographic Information Science”

Mary N. Messay – French
B.A., University of Dayton
M.A., Bowling Green State University
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Munro
“Unlocking the Voices of Child Soldiers in Sub-Saharan African Novels, Films and Autobiographies”

John-Paul Michael – Meteorology
B.S., Louisiana State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Vasu Misra
“On Initializing CGCM3 for Seasonal Predictability of ENSO”

Dylan Thomas Murray – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., The State University of New York College at Plattsburgh
Major Professor: Dr. Timothy A. Cross
“Structure of a Three Helix Membrane Protein in a Lipid Bilayer”

Caitlin E. Newcomer – Literature
B.A., Saint Mary’s College of Maryland
M.F.A., Ohio State University - Main
Major Professor: Dr. Andrew D. Epstein
“Troubling the Lineage: Women, Innovation, and the American Long Poem in the Twentieth Century and Beyond”

Wickus Nienaber – Computer Science
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Xin Yuan
“Routing on Fat-tree Topologies”

Robert Ortiz – History
B.A., University of Central Florida
M.A., University of Central Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Neil Jumonville
“Claude Pepper and Florida 1936-1989: Turning Right into Left Field”

Sudhakara Rao Pattabhi – Biological Science
B.S., Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas C.S. Keller III
“Polyelectrolyte Multilayers and Extracellular Matrix Effects on Mesenchymal Stem Cell Growth and Differentiation”

Michelle Elizabeth Perry – Computational Science - Physics
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Anke Meyer-Baese and Dr. Harrison Prosper
“Bayesian Neural Networks in Data-Intensive High Energy Physics Applications”
Valerie Puiatti – Humanities
B.A., University of Central Florida
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Leigh Edwards
“TV Technoculture: The Representation of Technology in Digital Age Television Narratives”

Yohanes Hamann Roni Pramudya – Physics
B.S., Institut Teknologi Bandung
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Valadimir Dobrosavljevic
“Nearly Frozen Coulomb Liquids from Electrons to Biological Systems”

Ronald P. Salutsky– Creative Writing
B.A., Western Kentucky University
M.F.A., University of Nevada - Las Vegas
Major Professor: Professor Erin C. Belieu
“Blue Moon”

Frank Anthony Sposaro, Jr. – Computer Science
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Gary Tyson
“Vision Training for Athletes”

Sarah A. Syrjanen – Literature
B.A., Kent State University
M.A., Kent State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stanley E. Gontarski
“Clearing Space for Our Own Voices: The (Re)Writings of Zadie Smith, Jeanette Winterson, and Emma Tennant”

Guanyu Tian – Computer Science
B.S., Ramapo College of New Jersey
Major Professor: Dr. Zhenhai Duan
“Enhancing Anonymity of Anonymous P2P Content Sharing Systems”

Darrel Mathew Tremaine – Oceanography
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Major Professor: Dr. Munir Humayun
“Dynamic Physicochemical Influences on Speleothem Paleoclimate Proxy Archives: A Story of Three Caves”

Tuan Minh Truong – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Western Washington University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Gabriel Roper
“Entrainment and Feedback of Islets of Langerhans by Automatic Glucose Generation with Microfluidic Systems”

James Derek Tucker – Statistics
B.S., Colorado State University
M.S., Colorado State University
Major Professor: Dr. Anuj Srivastava
“Functional Component Analysis using Elastic Methods”

Adam Michael Ware – Religion
B.S., University of Georgia
M.A., University of Georgia
Major Professor: Dr. John Corrigan

Christine Weissglass – Spanish
B.A., College of Charleston
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Carolina Gonzalez
“An Acoustic Study of Spanish Stop-Rhotic Sequences in Bilinguals and Second Language Learners”

Cameron E. Williams – Literature
B.A., Florida State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Timothy Parrish
“A Primitive and Frightening South”: Gender and Sexual Violence in Twentieth and Twenty-First Century Southern Fiction”

Aimee A. Wilson – Literature
B.A., University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
M.A., University of North Carolina - Wilmington
Major Professor: Dr. Robin J. Goodman
“Conceived in Modernism: The Aesthetics and Politics of Birth Control”

Andrew Ross Winters – Applied and Computational Mathematics
B.S., Washington State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor David A. Kopriva
“Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Approximation for Reflection and Transmission of Waves from Moving Material Interfaces”
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